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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION



Introduction

The line between professional sports and politics is blurring. Professional athletics 

can provide a platform for societal discussions about racism, violence, and inequity 

(Peterson, 2009; Butterworth & Gorsevski, 2011). Former San Francisco 49ers 

quarterback, Colin Kaepemick, is one of many professional athletes who have used their 

platform to demand change. After witnessing civil unrest in the United States,

Kaepemick decided to take a stand (Wyche, 2016). In 2016, Kaepemick took a political 

stance against police brutality, demanded accountability, and questioned American 

patriotism. In the 2016 preseason, Kaepemick told NFL Media,

I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a country that oppresses 

black people and people of color. To me, this is bigger than football and it would 

be selfish on my part to look the other way. There are bodies in the street and 

people getting paid leave and getting away with murder (2016, par. 3).

Before the start of National Football League (NFL) games, Kaepemick decided to kneel 

during the national anthem to silently protest racial injustices in the United States. 

Kaepernick’s decision to kneel left more than an imprint in turf; the stance sparked 

outrage and solidarity. Players from across the league and beyond joined Kaepemick in 

protest (Adelson, 2017). Kaepemick, commenced what can be defined as the NFL 

Anthem Protests (Blackburn, 2018).

Kaepemick’s 2016 protest against inequality remained a headline throughout the 

2016 season, with a handful of players kneeling throughout the league. Amid the 2017



NFL season, President Donald Trump reignited the conversation. During a broadcasted 

rally in Alabama, Trump stated, “Wouldn't you love to see one of these NFL owners, 

when somebody disrespects our flag, to say, 'Get that son of a bitch off the field right 

now. Out! He's fired” (Tatum, 2017). The Sunday following Trump’s comments, protests 

grew from few players to 200 plus players, coaches, and owners, kneeling and linking 

arms in solidarity (Costas, 2017).

At the time of President Trump’s controversial comment, Colin Kaepemick was 

an unsigned free agent (Costas, 2017). As of 2019, Colin Kaepemick has not been signed 

to an NFL team (Belson, 2018). In November 2017, the former quarterback filed a 

grievance against the NFL, claiming that the league’s owners refuse to hire him because 

of his decision to protest during the national anthem. Kaepemick’s collusion case was 

settled on February 15, 2019, details of the settlement were not made public (Stahl,

2019). Despite being an unsigned free agent and not playing in the NFL since 2016, 

multibillion dollar sportswear company, Nike chose Kaepemick as one of the new faces 

of their 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign. Kaepemick has had an endorsement deal 

with Nike since 2011 but had not been promoted in advertisements since 2016 (“Nike’s 

Colin Kaepemick”, 2018). On September 4th, 2018, Nike released two billboards that 

displayed the free agent’s face along with the phrase “Believe in something. Even if it 

means sacrificing everything.” Nike also launched their Dream Crazy commercial spot 

which features Kaepemick as the narrator. Both components of the advertisement aim to 

motivate and to encourage those who have a “crazy dream.”



The Nike Dream Crazy campaign provoked mixed reactions from consumers. The 

campaign generated approximately $43 million dollars in free advertising for Nike from a 

tweet composed by Kaepemick announcing the campaign (Draper et al, 2018). During 

the first 24 hours of airing the commercial spot, more than 100,000 posts on Twitter 

included the hashtag #BoycottNike. Videos and photos surfaced of people burning Nike 

shoes and apparel using the hashtag #JustBumIt (Bostock, 2018).

In contrast, Nike’s online sales increased, gross sales rose 31% (Safdar, 2018).

Just days after the campaign, Kaepemick announced the launch of his #ImWithKap 

jersey on his website. Kaepemick’s #ImWithKap jersey sold out within hours (Jones,

2018). A percentage of proceeds from the #ImWithKap jersey went directly to Know 

Your Rights Camp, a free campaign for youth funded by Kaepemick. The former 

quarterback has raised and donated millions of dollars to charitable causes. Additionally, 

Nike sold out of their discounted Colin Kaepemick women’s jersey by September 17, 

2018 (2018). Nike also released and sold out of their “trueto7” Colin Kaepemick jersey 

on February 20th 2019 (Caron, 2019). The sold out jersey has been worn by several 

celebrities and sports figures including LeBron James and Kevin Durant (2019). Overall, 

the launch of the Dream Crazy campaign brought attention to the Nike brand.

Nike’s Dream Crazy advertisement is full of inspirational aesthetic elements and 

underrepresented athlete narratives. However, I contend that Kaepemick's role in the 

campaign falls short. I suggest that the Dream Crazy advertisement positively promotes 

Kaepemick’s profile but fails to present him as an athlete or an activist. Both Nike and 

Colin Kaepemick have used social justice as a frame to provoke awareness in different
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ways. I argue, Nike’s (2018) 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign may mitigate Colin 

Kaepemick’s image and mainstream his social justice narrative. Using both applied 

aesthetics and visual semiotics, I will deconstruct all visual components of Nike’s Dream 

Crazy advertisement. I will focus on the Kaepemick component of the campaign and 

critically analyze the campaign’s semiotic aesthetics. I also will discuss the implications 

of brand activism. This analysis of Nike’s campaign will serve as a case study that will 

help shed light on Colin Kaepemick’s social justice advocacy and provide insight about 

brand activism.
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW



Literature Review 

Operational Definitions

Protest describes a form of collective action that objects status quo (Van 

Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 2010). Furthermore, protest can also refer to a social 

movement that draws attention to an issue. More specifically, this paper will focus on 

what is known as the NFL Anthem Protests which began in 2016 (Adelson, 2017). The 

NFL Anthem Protests started when former San Francisco 49er quarterback, Colin 

Kaepemick knelt and later sat during the national anthem (2017). The silent 

demonstration protests police brutality and racial inequality.

This paper will heavily reference social justice. According to The National 

Association of Social Workers, social justice is “the notion that everyone deserves equal 

economic, political, and social rights and opportunities” (Shelton, 2018). For the nature 

of this paper, the meaning of social justice will refer to the initiatives of the NFL Anthem 

Protests. Social justice will particularly allude to instances of police brutality and the 

need for accountability. This is important to indicate as one aim of this paper is to 

examine how Nike and Colin Kaepemick have both used social justice as a frame to elicit 

awareness.

Brand activism describes how companies broadcast ethical values and beliefs as a 

part of corporate social responsibility (Kotler & Sarkar, 2017). Brand activism falls under 

six types of activism: Social, business, political, legal, economic, and environmental

(2017). Brand activism has been utilized more in highly competitive markets, like retail.
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To be successful, brand activism marketing must have authenticity and commitment to an 

issue. (2017). For the sake of this paper, brand activism will be used to describe the 

marketing strategy used in Nike’s Dream Crazy campaign. I will examine how Nike has 

used brand activism as a way to target their consumer audience by showcasing Colin 

Kaepemick as one of the faces of their campaign.

One of Nike’s primary target audiences are consumers between the ages of 18-40; 

the millennial and Gen- Z  demographic (West, 2018). It is important to note that the 

millennial and Gen-Z demographic can fall into multiple sub categories. For the sake of 

this paper the millennial generation will be described as those bom between 1981-1996. 

The Gen-Z generation are described as those bom from 1997 and onward (Dimock,

2019). Some research suggests that these generations range from 1982-2004 or 1977- 

1999 (2019). However, I chose the definitions of generations according to the Pew 

Research Center. Research suggests that there is not an exact boundary or cut off 

between generations. The definition of millennials ranges a span of 16 years; the same 

amount of years of the previous generation.

As a whole, millennials are the most racially and ethnically diverse generation in 

the United States (Dimock, 2019). Millennials were between the ages of 5 and 20 when 

the 9/11 terrorist attacks happened in the United States. The millennial generation grew 

up recognizing both the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. The generation also helped elect the 

first African American president. These moments may have shaped the way the 

millennial demographic views the world and politics. Moreover, these pivotal moments 

in United States history can also serve as perimeters between the millennial and Gen-Z
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generations. It is important to note that defining generations is not to label a group of 

people, but to use as a lens to understand social change (2019).

For the sake of this paper and clarity it is important to define that Nike’s targeted 

audience also tend to be more liberal leaning. In a 2018 Pew Research Center study 

found that 54% surveyed disapproval of how President Trump is “doing his job”, while 

39% approved (‘Wide Differences’, 2018). Of those who mainly disapproved were 

women, young demographics, and college graduates. Essentially, Nike’s most targeted 

audience disapproved how the President is “handling his job”. Thus, Nike’s specific 

target audience of millennials and Gen-Z are more liberal leaning. In addition, this 

audience can also encompass multicultural millennials who tend to be more liberal 

leaning. Besides the percentage of gender who disapproved of President Trump; ethnicity 

was also factored. 85% of African American millennials who surveyed, disapproved 

while 9% approved. Additionally, 74% of Latinos disapproved while 17% approved

(2018). So, showcasing Colin Kaepemick in Nike’s Dream Crazy campaign may be low

To be clear, Nike’s 2018 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign will refer to the 

Dream Crazy advertisement. Nike’s campaign includes a billboard of Kaepemick’s face 

and a full two-minute spot Dream Crazy which features Colin Kaepemick as the narrator.

In this paper, I will use media aesthetics theory to analytically deconstruct the Just 

Do It campaign. To further explain, I will draw from Zettl (2017) focusing on chapters: 

lighting, color, visualization, motion, and editing. Furthermore, by applying Zettl's
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fundamental elements, 1 will be able to better interpret the visual communication of the 

Nike campaign.

Additionally, I will also apply visual semiotics as a way to comprehend imagery 

signifiers in Nike’s campaign. Semiotics is an aesthetic and can be a way of perceiving 

meaning (Littlejohn & Foss, 2009). Semiotics examines signs and sign systems or codes. 

Semiotics theory is utilized as a way to analyze the understandings of intercultural 

communication (2009). Moreover, the theory can be used as a method of deconstructing 

or analyzing communication. For the objective of this paper, I will conduct a visual 

semiotic analysis to scrutinize how the Dream Crazy campaign constructs meaning.

History of the Athlete Activist

For the sake of this paper, it is important to reflect on past athletic protests to 

better comprehend current social movements in sports. The diversity of athletics provides 

a platform for sports and politics to converge. Political acts and protests are not new in 

the sports world. For example, athletes Tommie Smith and John Carlos raised their fists 

in solidarity after winning gold and bronze medals at the 1968 Olympic Games (Peterson, 

2009). The Olympians used their televised moment of achievement as a way to bring 

awareness to racial inequality and violence in America. The act was carefully planned 

and every inch of the salute was symbolic and was embedded in profound messages. The 

outrage by the audience, who felt the act was unpatriotic spoke volumes about racism.

The Human Rights Salute symbolized the fight for civil liberties and the lack of real civil 

rights in America. Peterson (2009), suggests that coverage of the protest was biased and
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media was not able to contextualize the political statement. Boxing icon and activist, 

Muhammed Ali also used his status as a well-known athlete to publicly address 

injustices. Ali was stripped of his heavyweight title, banned from the ring, sentenced to 

prison (did not serve), and fined for resisting the draft and claimed that the Vietnam war 

was a racist enterprise (Butterworth & Gorsevski, 2011).

Athletes have used their platforms as a way to create dialog and awareness about 

societal issues (Peterson, 2009; Butterworth & Gorsevski, 2011). Professional sports can 

provide a platform for social discussions about racism, violence and inequity. Similar to 

the 1968 Olympic Human Rights salute, Colin Kaepemick kneeling during the national 

anthem has been seen as unpatriotic (Adelson, 2017). All of the mentioned athletes have 

challenged societal norms in America and have been met with consequences because of 

their stances. The Olympians, Ali and Kaepemick have used their status and platforms to 

question American patriotism and demand change. Furthermore, this paper will focus on 

Colin Kaepemick and his fight for social justice. In order to fully fathom the significance 

of Kaepemick’s social justice narrative, reflecting on past protests in sports is necessary 

for context.

Coverage of the “Controversial” Athlete

Tommie Smith, John Carlos. Muhammad Ali. and Colin Kaepemick all dealt with 

ramifications from their advocacy (Butterworth & Gorsevski, 2011; Peterson, 2009). 

Professional basketball player LeBron James has also used his platform to advocate for 

the fight against racial injustices (Coombs & Cassilo. 2017). However, James’s activism



has been favorably portrayed in the media unlike the 1968 Olympians, Ali and 

Kaepemick. While playing for the Miami Heat, James posted a photo of himself and his 

teammates wearing hoodies. The social media post was captioned with the hashtags: 

#weareTrayvonMartin, #hoodies, #wewantjustice, and #stereotyped. As a Cleveland 

Cavalier, James and his teammates wore “I can’t breathe” shirts during warm ups in 

reference to the unjust death of Eric Gamer. Along with other NBA players, James 

utilized his platform during the ESPY awards, calling for an end to gun violence. LeBron 

James’ activism all correlates with the Black Lives Matter movement, racial injustices 

and police brutality. Yet, unlike other athletes, the NBA player’s activism has been 

positively received by mainstream media (2017).

Coombs and Cassilo (2017), examined how LeBron James was being framed in 

relation to social movements. The study focused on online media from ESPN, USA 

Today, Yahoo Sports, and Sports Illustrated. After examining sixty-four online media 

articles, researchers found that James’s activism was cautious and selective. In fact,

James refused to comment after a tweet surfaced that called the NBA star to action. The 

tweet read: “its more than a game and you know it. @KingJames #NoJusticeNoLebron 

#TamirRice.” The tweet was meant to pressure James to sit out games until the Justice 

Department intervened (2017). James did not respond to the tweet and did not boycott 

games.

Coombs and Cassilo (2017), used the hashtag #NoJusticeNoLebron as a way to 

examine data. After fully researching online media outlets, Coombs and Cassilo found 

that James was framed as a positive figure and a leader using his voice for change. The
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research conducted in this study suggests that James’ cautious activism was favored by 

media. Their analysis suggested that James had framed himself as an “established brand” 

and likable superstar who can pick and choose when to be an activist. They suggest that 

James’ actions equate to Michael Jordan’s 1990 democratic endorsement comment. 

Allegedly, Jordan declined to endorse the democratic party by saying “republicans buy 

sneakers too” (2017). Coombs and Cassilo (2017) claim that James has been favorably 

portrayed in media because of the lack of activism during Jordan’s era in sports. 

Furthermore, James’ established brand persona depicts him as safe and non- 

confrontational to his fans. In summary, positive media portrayals of James can influence 

how society views athlete activism.

For the purpose of this literature review, it is important to further analyze media 

coverage of controversial athletes. Brennen and Brown (2016), examined media coverage 

of MLB player Alex Rodriguez after he was temporally banned from baseball. The 

researchers evaluated newspaper, magazine, and television coverage of Rodriguez’s 

alleged use of performance enhancing drugs. Additionally, the researchers scrutinized 

how CBS’s 60 Minutes reported on the controversial story. Using critical race theory and 

a textual analysis, the researchers analyzed language, tone, topics, themes and new news 

stories that emerged because of coverage. Brennen and Brown found “racially coded 

language” within the coverage of Rodriguez’s investigation. More specifically, the study 

found that “insulting nicknames” and racism were prominent themes in the case 

coverage. Essentially, media coverage dehumanized and criminalized Alex Rodriguez

(2016).
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Similar to the controversial coverage of Alex Rodriguez, researchers examined 

reactions to steroid use of three MLB players: Barry Bonds, Mark McGwire, and Rafael 

Palmeiro (Quick et al., 2016). This study utilized multiple communication theories 

including cultivation theory and social categorization theory. More specifically, the aim 

of the study was to uncover how news coverage can influence public opinion. The 

researchers wanted to identify how news media framed the steroid use. They found that 

media attention focused on steroid use as a way to gain a competitive edge in contrast to 

a legal aid for medical rehabilitation. They examined news broadcast coverage of steroid 

use that emerged from programming on ABC, CBS, CNBC, CNN, FOX, MSNBC, and 

NBC. Ultimately, the researchers found that Bonds received more negative attention for 

alleged steroid use than McGwire and Palmeiro. The researchers contended that 

McGwire received more attention for his purported use of steroids for rehabilitation 

rather than performance enhancement. Overall, McGwire’s coverage was less negative 

than Bonds and Palmeiro. Moreover, most narratives depicted in the broadcasts 

referenced steroid use for competitive edge. More importantly, results from this study 

revealed that news media is more critical of baseball players of color and their use of 

steroids. The results infer underlying racism in sports news coverage (2016). Televised 

news coverage of a controversial sports stories must be given more ethical consideration.

The review of literature presented in this section provides deeper insight in 

underlying biases and power structures presented in media. Two of the three articles 

reviewed demonstrate that media coverage of athletes of color often have racist 

undertones. Furthermore, this section infers that coverage of controversial athletes can be
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positive depending on the specific persona of a player. This review of literature will 

contribute to the understanding of the presented case study of Colin Kaepemick and 

referenced coverage of NFL Anthem Protests.

Nike and Brand Activism

The Nike company went public in the 1980’s after signing NBA basketball 

player, Michael Jordan (Kessler, 2018). Although the company had officially become 

Nike in 1971, the sportswear giant lacked in popularity and sales. Nike then began 

working with the Wieden + Kennedy advertising agency in 1982. Nike was Wieden + 

Kennedy’s first client. Now the advertising agency works with Facebook, Coca-Cola, 

ESPN, and Bud Light to name a few. Nike and Wieden + Kennedy have been working 

with each other for over 36 years. In fact, Nike’s Just Do It slogan was coined in 1988 by 

Wieden + Kennedy (2018). Through advertisement, the Wieden + Kennedy agency has 

helped Nike become one of the most recognizable brands in the world (2018). Together 

the companies have created multiple advertisements that have inspired and influenced 

culture.

The global sportswear company Nike, is well known for pushing social and 

cultural norms through marketing efforts (Taube, 2013). Nike advertisements have been 

met with praise because of their inclusiveness and diversity. For example, Nike's 1995 

“If You Let Me Play" commercial highlighted elements of title IX and gender equality. 

The advertisement geared toward parents, portrayed the message that like boys, girls 

should also play sports. Nike also released a commercial spot featuring former basketball
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player Charles Barkley. The campaign. 1993 "I'm Not a Role Model" suggests that there 

is not one type of superstar athlete (2013). The 1993 spot referenced the importance that 

parents have in their children’s upbringing. Additionally, Nike has been involved with 

campaigns that drive awareness about HIV/AIDS (Duvall & Guschwan, 2013).

Therefore, Nike’s advocacy through their campaigns can be defined as brand activism.

Nike’s advertisements and efforts can be perceived as inspirational. However, it 

should be noted that the billion-dollar company has been criticized for “bad business” 

practices. The apparel company has been accused of sweatshop labor, health code 

violations, wage theft, and child labor laws (Kozinets & Handelman, 2004; Bain, 2017; 

Wright, 2011). For instance, some Indonesian factory workers only earned 14 cents an 

hour and were abused on the job. Workers claimed their supervisors would throw shoes 

at them, scratch them or slap them while working (Wright, 2011). If any worker 

complained about the alleged abuse they risked being fired. Not only have there been 

abuse allegations in some of Nike’s factories, but the air quality has also been found to be 

almost unbreathable and hazardous (Lutz, 2015). In July of 2017, student activists around 

the globe protested against Nike’s more recent sweatshop practices (Bain, 2017). 

Allegedly, one Nike Hansae factory worker suffered verbal abuse, theft and hazardous 

working conditions. Since July of 2017, Nike has claimed to have corrected all violations 

in Hansae Vietnam (2017). Despite their edgy and eloquent marketing, Nike is not 

always moralistic. This literature review section will further discuss Nike’s marketing 

and advertisements tactics and their use of brand activism.
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To begin, it is important to highlight how Nike can subtly persuade consumers 

through their advertisements. Ferrari (2013), deconstructed two Nike commercials; “Alter 

Ego” and “For Warriors Only" which were both made for Nike’s apparel line “Pro 

Combat Apparel”. Focusing on imagery, Ferrari (2013) argued that the advertisements 

reinforced existing narratives and symbolism that naturalized aggression. The “Alter 

Ego” commercial featured NFL player Adrian Peterson adorned by a digital pattern on 

his skin making him look like a reptile. Ferrari argues that the image and narrative of the 

commercial glorify masculine primitivity. The second commercial showcases athletes 

wearing masks indicating that wearing the Nike “Pro Combat Apparel” will enhance 

power. To further explain, one mask depicts a Venus fly trap. Nike’s commercial 

advertisement and apparel marketing projected that masculinity was primitive. Ferrari 

(2013), sought to draw attention to how Nike is contradictory in their marketing models. 

Nike advertisements are normally constructed to be geared toward a particular audience 

through the use of sports stars. However, this study concluded that Nike had negative and 

insensitive undertones. Moreover, the sportswear company sold their products to men 

while subtly construing that men are primitive.

In Nike’s “KD is Not Nice” advertising campaign, Nike characterizes NBA player 

Kevin Durant as a “gladiatorial champion" (Bess, 2014). Using cognitive dissonance 

theory, Bess deconstructs Nike's projected image of Durant as depicted in the campaign. 

The “KD is Not Nice*' campaign seeks to persuade consumers to buy their products based 

on a developed persona that make up Nike's campaign tone. For instance, the campaign 

displayed Durant with a snarling aggressive facial expression and white bold capital
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letters declaring: "KD is Not Nice”, even though he is “nice”. The ad does not actually 

feature the NBA star dunking, shooting or even holding a basketball. Instead of 

marketing Durant as a trusted “nice” player, Nike projects him in contrast to his actual 

persona. Bess found that Nike’s marketing strategy manipulates Durant’s image which 

displays an understanding of cognitive dissonance and persuasion (2014). This 

advertisement exemplifies how Nike can develop a persona of an athlete to persuasively 

sell products.

Duvall and Guschwan (2013), examined the Nike(RED) campaign that debuted 

during the 2010 FIFA World Cup. Duvall and Guschwan (2013), argue that the campaign 

promotes capitalism and an “easy fix” to the eradication of HIV/AIDS. The campaign 

features global celebrity soccer players to promote the campaign. Through commercial 

advertisements, fans can purchase Nike(RED) products sponsored by their favorite 

players. Although the Nike(RED) campaign has components of grassroots activism, the 

campaign is problematic. The critics contend, Nike portrays African women and children 

in a post colonialist manner, in need of rescue. Furthermore, the researchers found that 

Nike's campaign enforces hegemony and privilege, and that it marginalizes the African 

people whom the campaign attempts to aid. Essentially, the Nike(RED) campaign 

exploits and capitalizes off of HIV/AIDS. Nike does contribute a portion of sales to the 

campaign but the critics argue that this is done at the expense of exploitation and profit 

(2013). The evident message of this campaign is that purchasing products from Nike 

makes privileged consumers heroes.
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Understanding the distinctive ways in which Nike sells products through 

commercial campaigns is imperative to this study. Exploitation, brand activism, and 

persuasion are all fundamental themes of Nike’s business strategies (Bess, 2014; Duvall 

and Guschwan, 2013). The review of literature demonstrated in this section will provide 

aid in deconstructing Nike’s 2018 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign featuring 

Kaepemick.

Brand Activism and Super Bowl Commercials

Nike is not the first brand to capitalize off of controversy or use social movements 

for retail sales (Gilliland, 2018; Poggi, 2018). Brands have been increasingly attaching 

themselves to social causes that align their point of view with their target consumer 

demographic. Research suggests that consumers respond better to brands that are 

influencers, “join the conversation” and are socially responsible. According to a brand 

study 57% of consumers claimed they would boycott a brand because of a position taken 

on an issue (Kambhampaty, 2017). Brands are now more than ever showcasing powerful 

narratives to create deeper emotional connections with customers. By launching 

campaigns and commercial advertisements, brands want their consumer audience to 

visually see them taking a position on an issue (2017).

For example, Procter & Gamble launched “The Talk" campaign in 2017. The 

P&G commercial spot calls on the audience to talk about racial biases and put an end to it 

(Kambhampaty, 2017). The ad was received positively by consumers and depicted 

genuine commitment on the issues according to a study. Yoplait yogurt also aired a
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commercial spot about societal expectations of motherhood and mother shaming. The 

Yoplait yogurt commercial took a clear stance on an issue and was well received by 

consumer audiences and their target audience; mothers (Gilliland, 2018). Stella Artois 

beer released their “Buy a Lady a Drink” campaign. The commercial spot generated 

awareness about the global water crisis and sold limited edition bottles that would help 

combat the issue (2018). The Stella Artois commercial successfully tapped into the 

consumer demographic they targeted; young and socially aware. Additionally, Gillette 

publicized their “We Believe” commercial spot on their social media accounts and later 

shown on television. The commercial tackled the topic of toxic masculinity and 

referencing the Me Too movement, bullying and sexual harassment (McCluskey, 2019). 

The commercial went viral and received both praise and criticism from consumers. Some 

criticism included threats of boycott of the razor brand. Data collected found that the 

Gillette ad had a positive impact with women; the demographic the company wanted to 

reach (2019). All four of these commercial spots exemplify successful brand activism.

The referenced commercials all gained the trust of their targeted consumer and displayed 

authenticity.

However, not all brand activism transpires as authentic to consumers and may 

exploit social movements. For example, Pepsi’s 2017 “Kendall Jenner for PEPSI” 

commercial was intensely criticized for appropriating and undermining the Black Lives 

Matter movement (Victor, 2017). The commercial spot depicts protesters, police officers 

and Kendall Jenner. The advertisement did not come off as authentic because of how it 

minimized protest and danger. In the commercial spot, protesters appear to be celebrating
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with Pepsi, dancing and taking selfies. Kendall Jenner then joins in and hands a police 

officer a Pepsi. Once Jenner handed off the Pepsi, the group of protesters celebrate and 

the officer smiles. Critics argue that imagery shown in the Pepsi advertisement belittles 

what it means to protest, underrates racial injustices and police brutality. Furthermore, 

some critics argue that the advertisement echoes white privilege. Pepsi apologized and 

removed the advertisement (2017). Pepsi’s “Kendall Jenner for PEPSI” commercial is an 

example of how brand activism can fail.

One of the biggest days for advertisers and consumerism is the NFL’s Super Bowl 

championship game. For example, Super Bowl LIU 2019 commercial advertisements cost 

brands $175,000 per second averaging 5.2 million dollars per commercial (Williams, 

2019). The price to air commercial advertisements is high because the Super Bowl is 

annually the most watched single day sporting event in the world (2018). The Super Bowl 

is notorious for showcasing commercials and brands that specifically target their football 

fan base. Some brands include, Dorito’s, Pepsi, M&M’s, Pringles, Anheuser-Busch 

InBev, T-Mobile, and Toyota to name a few (‘who’s buying’, 2019). There have been 

notable instances where Super Bowl commercials have been sexist and geared toward the 

stereotypical male audience. Miller Light, aired “Catfight” during the 2003 Super Bowl. 

The commercial starts with two women enjoying beer and then turns into a brawl 

between the women. The women are shown wrestling each other, falling into water, then 

into mud and removing most of their clothing in the process (Dwyer, 2015). Bud Light 

was also criticized for objectification and male gaze in their Super Bowl 2003 spot



“Yoga". Two men in a yoga class drink beer and watch women perform different yoga 

moves (2015).

Over the last few years, Super Bowl commercials have shifted toward exhibiting 

more brand activism. However, brand activism can be a risky marketing strategy (Kotler 

& Sarkar, 2017). Audi released a powerful Super Bow l spot in 2017 strongly referencing 

rights and equal pay for women (Poggi, 2018). Although, seemingly in support of 

equality, the Audi commercial lacked authenticity according to a consumer survey. The 

company was accused of exploiting the women’s equal rights movement for their own 

benefit (2018). Ram Truck’s attempted brand activism ultimately failed (Maheshwari,

2019). Ram’s 2018 Super Bowl spot used a sermon given by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr. to sell trucks. The commercial showed people helping each other juxtaposed 

with Ram trucks with the sermon of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr voiced over. The 

2018 Ram Super Bowl advertisement was particularly problematic because the NFL 

Anthem protests were a major headline during the regular football season.

However, some Super Bowl commercials have used brand activism as a way to 

connect with consumers and exhibit social responsibility. For example, during the 2017 

Super Bowl, Airbnb launched their “We Accept” advertisement. The spot showcased a 

montage of diverse people with the text "We believe no matter who you are, where you're 

from, who you love or who you worship, we all belong. The world is more beautiful the 

more you accept" (Benner, 2017). The Airbnb spot subtly opposed President Donald 

Trump’s executive order to temporarily close American borders to citizens from Muslim 

countries (2017). The Airbnb Super Bowl advertisement was praised by consumers.
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However, before the release of the commercial, Airbnb was allegedly accused of racial 

discrimination. Airbnb's 2017 "We Accept” spot reassured consumers of their policy and 

political stance on discrimination.

Brand activism is not a new marketing trend but is on the rise (Kotler & Sarkar, 

2018). The largest group of progressive consumers are from the Gen-Z and millennial 

demographic. According to data, consumers want brands to take a stand on controversial 

topics. Controversial commercials do draw in viewers (2018). A rise in brand activism 

may be from a combination of progressive consumers and the current political landscape. 

More specifically, brand activism may be more prevalent during Super Bowl commercials 

due to the NFL Anthem Protests and Colin Kaepernick (Maheshwari, 2019).

Target Audience

Most advertisements and brand campaigns are shown digitally and shared on 

social media outlets (Rishe, 2018). It is crucial that brands focus on identifying who has 

purchased their products or services (Harvey, 2018). Additionally, it is useful that brands 

look into who competitors are selling their products to for a deeper insight. To be 

successful, brands should focus on a targeted audience to sell their products and services. 

A target audience is a specific group of people who have similar attributes and are more 

likely to purchase particular products. A target audience can be broken up into 

demographics such as age. gender and career. Consumers are now more actively engaged 

with media then previous eras. Essentially, consumers can decide how, when and why
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they will view an advertisement. Therefore, it is essential that brands know how to target 

specific audiences to sell their services.

Along with targeting specific audiences, brands should utilize segmentation to 

assist in producing different products for distinct segments of the targeted audience 

(McDonald, 2017). Market segmentation allows for brands to reach a target audience and 

smaller groups within that audience. For example, a brand can market their product 

advertisement to a select demographic and also produce advertisements for sub groups 

like men or women. Segmentation permits a brand to reach the full potential and profit of 

their targeted market. Most marketing segmentation can be divided in to four categories: 

demographic, firmographic, behavioral, and psychographic. Demographic is described as 

individual attributes like gender or income. Firmographic is about the company’s location 

and type of business. Behavioral is how consumers are using the product or why they 

purchased. Psychographic segmentation are the values of the targeted audience. Overall, 

the objective of segmentation is to maximize the financial value of consumer 

relationships (2017). Moreover, for the sake of this paper it should be noted that the Nike 

Dream Crazy campaign may have utilized multiple facets of segmentation. More 

specifically, it can be noted that psychographic segmentation is possibly a primary ploy 

used to target Nike’s specific consumer audience.

Advertising or marketing campaigns are used to tactically target specific 

consumer audiences for brands (A’kestam et al, 2017). A’kestam et al examined how 

some marketers have used female empowerment or femvertising as a way to sell products 

and services. The researchers focused on several campaigns that specifically challenged
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female gender stereotypes and empowered women through advertisements. The purpose 

of the research was to understand the impact stereotypes have on advertising. The study 

focused on both print and online video femertisments and compared them to conventional 

advertisement. Many traditional advertisements conveyed women bound by stereotypical 

physical characteristics, behaviors and occupations. The femertisments challenged such 

roles and depict women in advertisements non stereotypical and more equal to all 

genders. The results of the study found that portraying women in non-stereotypical roles 

had a positive effect on their target audience and brand overall. This study is important to 

note because brand attitudes are immensely important to marketers. This body of research 

did not provide a full understanding offemvertising but does suggest that gender sells. 

Moreover, showcasing more accurate and non-stereotypical images of women does shed 

light on target audience’s needs (2017). Overall, femvertising may contribute to better 

understanding how Nike has used Kaepemick in their Dream Crazy campaign to target 

their consumer audience.

Another study focused on how fitness digital magazines target their specific 

audiences. Through a content analysis of popular digital fitness magazines, the study 

examined how exercise was being advertised to various audiences (Mailey et al, 2019). 

The researchers sought to find how magazines portrayed frequency, intensity, time, and 

type of exercise to different audiences. The study focused on five targeted audiences: 

teens, young adults, family, middle aged adults, and older adults. It was found that there 

were not many differences among audiences in terms of exercise frequency but reason to 

exercise was different across the groups. Consumer's preferences may differ depending
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on their generation or demographic. This content analysis exemplifies why marketers 

need to be aware what motivates their consumer audience. How brands market to various 

consumers will result in brand loyalty (2019).

Consumer behavior is important to appraise and interpret (Ordun, 2015). 

Consumption can be examined by understanding generational values. In June 2018, Joao 

Chueiri, Vice president of consumer connections at Anheuser-Busch InBev discussed 

tactics to sell to younger consumers (Rishe, 2018). Chueiri noted that experiences and 

storytelling are key to reach diverse demographics. Engagement and being culturally 

relevant are also strategies that the beer company has used to reach their young target 

consumer. Consumption behavior of the millennial generation has heavily impacted the 

marketplace. Millennial consumers purchase products that help define who they are, their 

values and relate to their image (2015). Marketing research suggests that millennial and 

Gen-Z consumers are less trusting of traditional advertisements. The millennial and Gen- 

Z demographic are more likely to seek authentic and culturally relevant brands that are 

mindful.

The millennial and Gen-Z generations have been stereotyped as lazy, apathetic 

and selfish (Ordun, 2015). As well, these generations have been labeled as open minded, 

innovative and ambitious. Consumer behavior studies have found that the millennial 

generation is one of the largest group of shoppers. Ordun (2015), conducted a study to 

compare millennials shopping patterns to other generations. Furthermore, Ordun (2015) 

examined the brand loyalty of the millennial generation. Millennials can be generally 

described as those bom between 1981 and 1996 (Dimock, 2019). Unlike previous
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generations, millennial experienced fewer two parent families, duel income households, 

and more women in the workforce. Millennial unlike previous generations are slower at 

starting families and getting married. This generation was also the first to be connected to 

the internet and social media. The millennial’s knowledge of media is a major variable 

that differentiates them from other generations. Due to the connected social upbringing of 

the millennial generation, consumer studies suggest that their purchasing power is 

dependent on retailer’s relationships, empathy and authenticity. Millennial consumers 

purchase products that define them and exhibit their personality unlike previous 

generations. Ordun (2015) found the generation does not only have buying power 

because they are the largest group of shoppers, but they influence decisions of previous 

generations.

Nike’s Target Audience

Nike does not just focus on selling products to athletes or fitness advocates (West, 

2018). The Nike brand targets a diverse consumer audience. Nike targets disproportionate 

areas of the athletic community like women and youth. Nike also appeals heavily to non

athletes; those consumers who are passionate about fashion and trends. For instance. Nike 

owns several other brands like; Converse, Air Jordan, and Hurley (Bennett. 2018). 

Additionally, Nike is able to reach an even broader target audience by sponsoring 

celebrity athletes like Serena Williams and Kevin Durant (‘Nike', 2018). Consumers are 

more inclined to purchase products worn by their role models. One of Nike’s primary 

target audiences are consumers between the ages of 18-40; the millennial and Gen- Z
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demographic. The global sports brand is focused on growing their apparel line after being 

extremely successful marketing shoes (West, 2018).

Nike’s Dream Crazy commercial advertisement highly appealed to their target 

audience of crazy dreamers (West, 2018). Aligning the Nike brand with Kaepemick 

projects the notion that Nike is culturally relevant and aware of social issues (Sarkar & 

Kotler, 2018). More specifically, Nike’s campaign featuring Kaepemick directly 

coordinates with their primary target consumer. The Dream Crazy campaign may 

demonstrate Nike’s sympathy for Kaepemick, which further appeals to their targeted 

demographic. The commercial spot could generate the impression that Nike stands with a 

social issue by using Kaepemick in the advertisement. According to a CNN SSR poll, 62 

percent of people between the ages 18-34 supported the initiatives of the NFL Anthem 

protests (Rishe, 2018). Two thirds of Nike consumers are under the age of 35 (millennial 

& Gen-Z generations) (Sarkar & Kotler, 2018). The Dream Crazy campaign is likely to 

build more brand awareness and customer loyalty (Rishe, 2018).

Nike’s Dream Crazy campaign featuring Kaepemick did receive some negative 

reactions. Some consumers burned shoes, defaced apparel and boycotted the brand 

(Bostock, 2018). During the week of the release of the Dream Crazy commercial, The 

Harris Poll surveyed 2,026 people about their feelings toward Nike after the commercial 

aired (West, 2018). The survey found that 17% of the people felt the negatively about the 

sportswear brand (West, 2018). Nike's assessment of their targeted consumer audience 

ultimately outweighed the risk of the advertisement. The sportswear company risked 1 -3 

billion dollars to bolster their targeted consumer by using psychographic segmentation
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and understanding who is already purchasing their products (Sarkar & Kotler, 2018). 

Nike’s objective was to cater to the millennial and Gen-Z consumer who associate 

themselves with mindful authentic brands. Online Nike sales jumped for two consecutive 

days after the commercial aired and gross sales rose 31% (Safdar, 2018). Not only did 

sales increase for Nike but sentiment toward Kaepemick also improved 40% after the 

launch of the commercial spot and billboard (Linnane, 2018).

Nike’s Dream Crazy commercial spot is full of inspirational athletes. However, 

none of the athletes are made obviously identifiable. The progressive sportswear 

company taps into their already captured target audience by showcasing multiple athletes 

in the spot. Aspirational athletes are able to identify their role models in the Dream Crazy 

advertisement. Or at least those ambitious athletes can identify with the sport or activity 

being played. As mentioned previously in this paper, Nike is currently seeking to increase 

underserved areas of the athletic community such as women and youth (West, 2018).

Nike is also targeting fashion forward trend setting millennial and Gen-Z generations. I 

suggest that Nike’s projection of Kaepemick in the Dream Crazy spot may be their plan 

in targeting these consumer audiences.

Theoretical Frameworks

Applied aesthetics

In order to comprehend all aspects of this visual analysis, applied media aesthetics 

will provide a foundation. I will draw from Zettl (2017), concentrating on specific 

chapters from his eighth edition of Sight Sound Motion. Zettl’s analytical interpretations
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of lighting, color, visualization, motion, and editing, will guide this study. Furthermore, 

applied aesthetics provides a fundamental structure for a later discussion of visual 

semiotics.

Zettl (2017) classifies light as the first aesthetic field. Lighting is used to 

communicate meaning through the manipulation of light and shadows. Lighting helps to 

enhance setting, character, and emotional feeling. Specific lighting can assist with time 

orientation of an event or scene. Lighting techniques such as three point lighting is used 

to fulfill aesthetic objectives. Viewers make sense of a scene through the use of 

strategically planned lighting. For example, chiaroscuro lighting’s fast falloff and 

light/dark contrast can add drama to a character enticing an audience to be emotionally 

involved. High key lighting suggests a more upbeat feeling. Whereas low key lighting 

promotes themes of mystery or crime. Zettl describes the combination of lighting and 

sound as predictive lighting, which can suggest what will happen next in a scene (2017). 

The use of lighting is crucial in articulating the perception of an environment and how an 

audience should feel. Lighting can visually change the atmosphere of any scene.

Color influences how we perceive the world (Zettl, 2017). Colors or hues add 

excitement or drama to an event or scene. Color can establish mood and can be used to 

clarify or provide information. Zettl explains colors used for product packages express 

particular qualities. Food products that have spice are most likely articulated by highly 

saturated colors. In a scene, blue cold colored tones may signify mystery or sadness. The 

lack of color also asserts meaning. Black and white achromatic colors can be used for 

pivotal points in a scene or event. Another example, Zettl describes the use of
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desaturation theory used in commercials in order to intensify a theme. The theory 

suggests that the reduction of the impact of bright colors along with applying 

monochromatic tints can make an event more transparent and may further involve 

viewers. The desaturation of color may be more effective in scenes that involve crime or 

death by adding aesthetic drama. However, if a basketball game was shot in black and 

white it may not be as thrilling. There are instances where color may be necessary and 

also when desaturation can be more compelling in a scene (2017).

Visualization can be described as contextual choices and overall visual approach 

in shots and scenes (Zettl, 2017). How an audience looks and perceives an event depends 

on the visualization. The visualization of a scene or event plays a crucial role in 

storytelling and narrative. Specific shots like point o f view, subjective viewpoint, and 

angle choices all guide visual meaning in storytelling. Shifting a camera’s viewpoint can 

generate multiple angles and distinct vector fields. Angles are another visualization 

element that can be used to intensify an event or add more context to a setting. The use of 

angles are often used thematically to set the style of an event. Specific visual approaches 

like deductive approach enhance the visualization of a scene or event. The deductive 

visual approach is when a shot starts off wide and becomes tighter and more focused. The 

deductive approach is often used in commercials. For example, a shot in a commercial 

may start out general and then focus tightly on a specific product being sold. Point o f  

view shots and viewpoints also assist in constructing space and visualization in a scene. 

Point of view shots can construct power structures and biases in a scene. For example, 

when an important speaker addresses a large crowd, the camera is positioned in a way



that an audience has to look up at them. More specifically, Zettl states that power can be 

emphasized in point of view shots that look up (2017). In addition, Kings, judges and 

teachers are also often depicted in the looking up point o f  view which implies importance, 

power and dominance (2017). For the nature of this analysis, all facets of visualization 

will be considered. Angles, viewpoint, and point of view will be examined noting all 

implied intensity and power in a scene.

In addition to visualization, motion will also be examined. More specifically, 

pace, rhythm, and time. Zettl (2017) explains that pace is the speed of an event and 

rhythm is the flow of shots determined by the pace. Time is a function of both plot and 

character. Plot time focuses on the progression of an event and character time centers on 

a character’s feelings. The functions of motion can be divided into three categories, 

primary, secondary, and tertiary motion. Primary motion is the action that occurs in front 

of the camera. Secondary motion is made up of visual effects like: pan, tilt, pedestal, 

boom, dolly, and trucks. Secondary motions are meant to reveal, follow, induce, and 

relate action and events. Tertiary motion involves cuts, tilts, dissolves, wipes, and 

transitions between shots. One of the most relevant tertiary motions are cuts. A cut can 

function as a visual transition or passage of time. For example, jump cuts are aesthetic 

cuts that jump from one screen to another (2017). Motion will be heavily utilized in the 

analysis of this paper.

Editing is the specific selection of parts of an event that can add to the 

clarification and intensification of a scene (Zettl, 2017). More specifically, editing 

structures screen space and can guide an audience through an event. Specific parts of an



event can be emphasized or eliminated through editing and add to the overall perception 

of a scene. Editing assists in providing needed context in storytelling. For instance, an 

audience may not notice a specific object in a scene but tactful editing can provide visual 

cues for viewers. An action like running or dribbling a basketball can also be highlighted 

aesthetically by editing. A cutaway shot is an editing technique that can connect with the 

overall meaning of an event. A cutaway shot may intensify drama between characters

(2017). Specifically, the camera can cut from one character to another using a series of 

close up shots, adding tension to the scene.

Converging motion vectors can also increase excitement in a scene by mixing 

motion vectors of different objects (Zettl, 2017). For example, when two football players 

run toward each other from opposite sides of a playing field. The motion between the two 

football players running, may escalate the scene. Graphic vectors, z-axis vectors, 

converging and diverging vectors all play a role in achieving continuity. In addition, 

motion vector lines can establish continuity in shots and assist with camera placement. 

For instance, during a national football game, multiple cameras are placed on the field to 

capture different angles of the game. Cutting shots across the vector lines during a 

football game will reverse the action. This line reverse action is known as instant replay. 

Instant replay is an editing technique that enhances action during a game and provides 

information to viewers. Overall, editing can be used to intensify emotional content and 

add depth to the event (2017).

This visual analysis will be examined as a montage. Therefore, it is important to 

delve into the visual narrative and complexity of editing. Montage is a juxtaposition of



two of more event images that reveal or create event aspects (Zettl, 2017). Montage can 

construct narrative in a scene or sequence. Multi-screen sectional analytical montages 

juxtapose paradoxical event shots to create a third concept. A multiscreen montage 

increases aesthetic appeal of scenes and shot sequences. Comparison montage consist of 

shots that have juxtaposed themes and related events. The objective of a comparison 

montage is to reinforce the main idea of the event or scene and to overall generate 

feeling. Zettl provides an example of a dog and homeless man digging through a trash 

can. This comparison montage of the dog and man, thematically depicts the subtle idea 

that as a society we should take care of the poor (2017).

Collision, metric, audio, and video montages all contribute to narrative 

storytelling and may be applied to this study. A collision montage combines images that 

are contradictory of each other in order to express a new idea (Zettl, 2017). A collision 

montage is similar to a comparison montage but can generate a deeper more meaningful 

visual message. For example, visual images of wealth and poverty juxtaposed in scene 

can be powerful in highlighting socio economic disparities. A metric montage can be 

described as a structuring device that utilizes rhythm in a scene. Essentially, a metric 

montage adds tertiary motion to a scene of different images. An audio and video montage 

integrates sound and visual images. The visuals in a scene or shot sequence should match 

or be complimentary to the sounds in the montage. However, in a collision montage the 

audio may be antithetical purposefully to evoke a particular feeling (2017).

Multiple facets of ZettPs applied media aesthetics can influence a study of visual 

semiotics, especially in marketing advertisements. Color and lighting can act as signs or
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signify complex communicative messages in advertisement. Powerful editing techniques 

like collision montage can represent the signified or express profound visual concepts. 

Visualization and motion are often both used in commercial advertisements to entice 

consumers. Therefore, all aspects of a visual advertisement such as color, lighting or 

motion should all be examined with a semiotic lens. Essentially, every message in an 

advertisement or ad slogan can visually convey the signifier and signified. For example, a 

fashion advertisement may visually depict an attractive young woman modeling clothing. 

The fashion advertisement signifies that their product may make a viewer feel “young 

and attractive” like the model. The same fashion advertisement may also use specific 

color, lighting and editing to represent their message to purchase their product. Moreover, 

Zettl’s approach can provide a more complex understanding of how to apply media 

aesthetics. This examination of applied aesthetics will compliment my discussion of 

visual semiotics.

Visual Semiotics

Semiotics can impact our conscious and unconscious understanding of the world. 

Semiotics examines signs and sign systems or codes (Littlejohn & Foss, 2009). Saussure, 

Hall, Barthes, and Peirce are a few notable scholars who have contributed to the theory of 

semiotics (as cited by Moriarty, 2005). Saussure is considered one of two eminent 

founders of semiotics. Saussure's concept of semiotic theory defines a sign as anything 

that stands for an object. Saussure's sign relationship model divides a sign into two parts; 

the signifier and signified. The signifier is the word or gesture and the signified is the 

concept or content of the word (2005).
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Saussure's semiotic foundation derives from linguistics and is more applicable to 

textual analysis (Moriarty, 2005). Similar to Saussure’s theoretical approach, Peirce 

developed his own semiotic frameworks. Peirce’s three-part model of semiotics suggests; 

a sign (the signifier) is a representation that stands for something else, an object (the 

signified) influences the sign and the interprant is the idea evoked from the sign. A sign 

can represent something that can refer to something else. For example, a red traffic light 

is a sign because it represents to stop and is also an object. A sign is interpretable and can 

be a symbol, text, image, or a sound. Peirce also implemented three types of sign 

relationships: iconic, indexical, and symbolic. Iconic is what something looks like, 

indexical is how something exists and symbolic stands for how something is understood. 

Peirce’s relationship model is more easily applied to visual communication and better 

explains how visual signs function (2005).

Visual semiotics can be effectively applied to television commercial 

advertisements. Balci and Ozgen (2017) conducted a visual semiotic analysis of Turkish 

commercials that used professional athletes to sell products. The researchers analytically 

deconstructed three commercials that featured celebrity athletes. One advertisement from 

Clear Men dandruff preventive shampoo, featured soccer star Cristiano Ronaldo playing 

soccer with kids in a dirty urban city setting. The commercial displayed Ronaldo playing 

soccer and showcasing his dandruff free hair. After conducting a semiotic analysis, the 

researchers indicated that Clear Men shampoo was the signified, Ronaldo was the 

signifier and the commercial signifies that the product will make consumers “handsome". 

Moreover, the researchers found that the use of celebrity sports stars is influential in
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remembering the advertisement message and brand reputation. Additionally, using sport 

images to sell products contributes to more positive attitudes toward television 

advertisements (2017).

Bergvall and Dymek (2005), applied visual analytical frameworks to sports video 

game packages. The study focused on two different game covers, Madden NFL 2003 and 

NFL Fever 2002 (2005). The researcher applied semiotic scholar, Barthes analytical 

layers of denotation and connotation. Barthes model describes denotation as who or what 

kind of person is being depicted and connotation as what ideas are associated with a 

person being shown (Barthes, 1977; Bergvall & Dymek, 2005). Bergvall and Dymek 

(2005), also used Saussure’s model of sign relationships. The study combined semiotic 

frameworks and customer interviews to find how the game covers affect consumer 

experience.

The researchers found that the imagery communicated themes of ‘hero myth,’ ‘the 

lens,’ and ‘virtual and real’ (Bergvall & Dymek 2005). The game packages visually 

communicated strong influences of broadcast television in games. The covers exhibited a 

limited number of athletes and athletes who are portrayed actively preforming in sport. 

More specifically, the pose of the athletes expressed power, control, and “traditional male 

heroes.” The researchers also found that the round EA Sports logo possibly symbolized 

the players gaze into the game. Overall, this study exemplifies how applied semiotics can 

be used to comprehend a deeper meaning of visual aesthetics. More specifically, visual 

aesthetics that enforce subtle hegemonic structures and capitalism (2005).
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Eko and Mielczarek (2015), used elements form Peirce, Barthes, and Saussure's' 

semiotic models to examine two international sports shoe controversies. The studies aim 

was to interrogate the semiotic signification of the Nike and Adidas shoe controversy. In 

addition, the researchers wanted to analyze the cultural interpretations of the controversy. 

In 1997, Nike released a shoe that had the text “Nike Air” in script on the back of the 

sneaker. The style of the text closely resembled the Arabic word Allah. In 2012, Adidas 

released a pair of high top shoes that had plastic orange shackles attached to plastic 

chains. Both shoes were highly criticized for being insensitive to Muslims and African 

Americans. The researchers analyzed the semiotic significations of the Nike and Adidas 

controversies and the collective memory contest from the graphics and imagery of the 

shoes. Eko and Mielczarek (2015), found that both shoe products were composed of 

layers of semiotic codes and significations that had multiple interpretations (2015). The 

visual semiotic analysis allowed the researchers to uncover possible rooted contentious 

messages that the shoe brands marketers may have not noticed.

The literature presented in this section illustrates that visual semiotics can be 

effectively used to deconstruct marketing and advertisements. Moreover, the literature 

discussed also suggests that professional athletes can be used as signifiers to sell products 

(Balci & Ozgen, 2017). The semiotic studies of advertisements conferred can act as a 

guide in analyzing Nike's (2018) 30th anniversary Dream Crazy campaign. Additionally, 

the studies demonstrate efficient use of sign, signifiers and can refer to Nike’s use of 

Kaepemick' imagery in the Dream Crazy campaign.
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS AND LIMITAIONS



Methods

This case study is an in depth analysis of Nikes' use of Colin Kaepemick in their

(2018) 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign. This method helps to narrow down the very 

broad instance of Kaepemick’s two-year social justice advocacy and the controversial 

media coverage of it. Nike’s 30th anniversary Just Do It campaign is targeted toward a 

younger demographic of “crazy dreamers” (Cauterucci, 2018). More specifically, Nike’s 

target consumers are trend setters, women, youth (urban), millennial, and Gen-Z 

demographics (West, 2018; Rische, 2018). The Dream Crazy commercial featuring 

Kaepemick is made up of multiple layers of subtle messaging that coheres to Nike’s 

“dream crazy” narrative. In order to analytically interpret generated semiotic aesthetics of 

Colin Kaepemick’s Dream Crazy campaign, I deconstructed two specific components of 

the advertisement.

More explicitly, I examined the billboard which displays Kaepemick’s face and 

the full two-minute Dream Crazy commercial spot that features him as the narrator. Nike 

released two billboards that feature Kaepemick on September 3rd 2018 (Associated Press, 

2018). Both billboards are identical but resided in two major cities, San Francisco, 

California and New York City (2018). I examined the billboards as one instead of two 

different billboards (See appendix B). It is important to note that the selected Nike Dream 

Crazy commercial was released digitally online by Nike on September 5th 2018 (Draper, 

2018). The digital commercial is roughly two minutes long. The shortened commercial 

first aired September 6th 2018 and ran for 90 seconds (Draper, 2018). The Dream Crazy 

commercial narrated by Kaepemick was the first released of a series of advertisements
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for the Nike 30lh anniversary campaign (Nike, 2018). The Nike Dream Crazy televised 

commercial debuted on NBC Sports during Thursday Night Football (“Nike’s Colin 

Kaepemick". 2018). It should be specifically noted that the airtime of the 90 second 

commercial was unveiled during the NFL season opener between the Atlanta Falcons and 

the Philadelphia Eagles (Draper, 2018). The stated sample of content will provide a rich 

selection for this study.

I used Zettl’s (2017) applied media aesthetics as a tool to dismantle internal visual 

structures of the campaign. More specifically, I transcribed and scrutinized Nike’s Dream 

Crazy advertisement, noting editing, motion, color, lighting and visualization. The 

application of aesthetics assisted in comprehending how the campaign generates meaning 

through visual representation. Specifically, I used Zettl’s concept of montage to examine 

Nike’s Dream Crazy commercial. The commercial spot heavily utilized cuts as a way to 

transition between scenes. Each cut and transition in the two-minute commercial was 

scrutinized. I applied Zettl’s editing framework to look at how Nike presented 

Kaepemick and all featured athletes. I also noted the duration that Kaepemick was shown 

on screen and in what context. Where possible, I determined who the athletes depicted in 

the commercial were as well as the setting and other aesthetic elements. This aesthetic 

analysis covered sixteen different shots (See appendix C).

In addition to applied aesthetics, I employed a visual semiotic analysis much like 

Balci and Ozgen sports advertisement research (2017). This analysis took a structural 

approach and drew from Barthes analytical layers and Peirce’s three-part model of 

semiotics. 1 looked at all imagery signifiers. This deconstructive analysis applied visual
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semiotics and analyzed the context Kaepemick is shown. More specifically, this semiotic 

analysis interpreted the relationship between the narrator and visuals of the Nike 

commercial. This semiotic analysis looked at all contextual visual elements of the Nike 

Dream Crazy commercial and the black and white billboard featuring Kaepernick’s face. 

Implications found in this case study may aid in contributing to a deeper understanding of 

brand activism.

In order to have more abstract comprehension of Nike’s Dream Crazy campaign,

I created an in depth table to collect data (See results). The data chart is organized by 

both scene and variable. The variables are the previously discussed applied aesthetics 

detailed in the literature review of this paper. The variables are as followed: sound, 

lighting, color, visualization, motion, and editing. In addition, I also decided to include 

eye contact, who is the athlete, Nike symbol, athletes active? and role of the audience.

The purpose of adding additional variables was to critically analyze Nike’s target 

audiences. Furthermore, I divided the scenes by cuts that indicate a new storyline. I went 

into as much detail as possible in each category keeping note of anything and everything 

that stood out.

To clarify, all variables contained in the data collection chart can also be 

considered visual semiotics. Specifically, variables can be considered signs that signify 

messages. All data collected in this analysis was scrutinized with the understanding that 

signs (variables) can refer to something other than what they appear to be (Moriarty. 

2005). Barthes’ analysis of denotation and connotation was also utilized in order to
i

further comprehend all variables on the chart. Meaning, 1 examined who the athletes are
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and what ideas are being associated with each athlete (Barthes, 1977). For example, 1 

identified Kaepemick and what his imagery possibly means to Nike’s targeted audiences.

After thoroughly deconstructing data collected from Nike’s Dream Crazy 

commercial spot, I analytically categorized my thought process into six themes. The 

themes are as followed: aspirational athlete, young dreamer, overcoming adversity 

athlete, breaking gendered barriers, athlete activist, and ambiguous athlete. I came up 

with these themes after deconstructing each individual athlete featured in the Dream 

Crazy spot. Each theme represents a specific type of athlete that may be identifiable to 

Nike’s targeted audiences. Full disclosure and theme definitions are written before each 

category in the analysis section of this paper. As previously stated, I originally started my 

analysis by breaking down each individual scene. However, I found that theme was a 

more efficient way to organize the content in this analysis. It should be noted that some 

scenes overlap into multiple themed categories. After careful consideration, I decided 

which scene best complemented each theme despite potential overlapping.

I also included a list of overarching themes that emerged after deconstructing each 

scene and athlete. The list of overarching themes are not the same as the six categorized 

themes. The overarching themes are simply a way to define the mentality of Nike’s crazy 

dreamer and the overtones of the advertisement. To explain, Nike’s crazy dreamer can be 

considered targeted audiences. More specifically, crazy dreamers refer to the millennial 

generation, Gen-Z generation, women, aspirational athletes and young fashion forward 

trendsetters. The overarching themes are: “never give up”, “follow your dreams”, “don’t 

stop, even if others think you should", and equality. The phrases associated with
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overarching themes are self-defined because they are quotes. Each overarching theme is 

included in the table in the analysis of this paper (see table 1). Overarching themes are 

important to include in order to have a more in depth comprehension of brand activism 

and overall meaning of the advertisement.

To reiterate, the aim of this study is to interpret how Colin Kaepemick is used to 

attract Nike’s consumer audiences and who they may be. By deconstructing all featured 

athlete narratives in the advertisement, I may gain a more in depth understanding of 

Nike’s target audience. Additionally, by comprehending this audience, I will be able to 

effectively interpret the implications of brand activism. For my analysis, I included the 

following questions in order to better understand what specific variables may mean to 

Nike’s targeted audiences.

Q l: Would Nike’s target audience be expected to know who the athletes in the 

commercial are?

Q:2 How would this audience interpret variables from the data collection chart?

Q:3 What do the symbols in the chart mean to this audience?

Limitations

There may be possible limitations in this study. One limitation may be that 

applied aesthetics and visual semiotics can lead to multiple perceptions of deconstructed 

content. My interpretation of aesthetics and visual semiotics may differ from others. My 

race, culture, gender, and educational background may influence my interpretation of
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aesthetics. This study examines how consumer audiences may interpret imagery. The 

consumer audiences referenced in this study are women, youth, trend setters, millennial, 

and Gen-Z generations. It should be noted that I fall into one or more of the listed 

consumer audiences. I have considered that I may be unconsciously bias.

Moreover, because applied media aesthetics can be viewed as an art, the 

evaluation of visuals could lead to selective perception (Zettl, 2017). A further limitation 

is that visual semiotics can lead to misunderstanding. Essentially, because anything can 

be a sign and the signified is a interprant, issues can arise. Looking too deeply at an 

image can lead my analysis to complex confusion that may take away from the motives 

of this research.

This thesis analytically deconstructs the Dream Crazy advertisement and 

examines content implications. I have fully deliberated that the results of this study may 

not be fully inclusive. I did not include a focus group or utilize surveys. Therefore, the 

results of this study may not fully delve into the implications of brand activism. The 

implications that are provided in this analysis are based off of research and analytical 

deconstruction of provided imagery.

Additionally, this body of research is a case study and therefore may pose 

limitations. A case study examines a selective segment of a larger phenomenon, person, 

place, or event. I recognize that the unique segment I have chosen to research does not 

represent all advertisements, professional athletes, or political activism. However, this 

study may shed light on Kaepemick’s social justice advocacy and provide insight on
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brand activism. Ultimately, the subjective nature of this analysis could lead to potential 

biases. Nevertheless, 1 made every possible effort to remain neutral and curtail all 

potential limitations in this study.
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RESULTS
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Results

The chart below contains data extracted from each scene of the Dream Crazy 

commercial. The data collection chart demonstrates how I deconstructed all sixteen 

scenes featured in the commercial. I deconstructed each scene using aesthetic variables 

which were also considered as visual semiotics. The variables are as followed: sound, 

lighting, color, visualization, motion, editing, and montage. In addition, I also decided to 

include; eye contact, who is the athlete, Nike symbol, athletes active? and role of the 

audience. The data collection chart was used as a guide for writing the analysis of this 

thesis. To better understand the results of this study, it is helpful to watch Nike’s Dream 

Crazy advertisement while reading the data collection chart.

Data 1

Scene 1:0:01-0:09 Scene 2:0:09-0:16 Scene 3: 0:16-0:20

fails to ride down the 
entire railing and falls 
multiple times.

This scene exhibits a 
skateboarder who attempts 
to skate down a railing 
without falling. The skater

Voice over: Kaepemick

• “I f  people say
your dreams are 
crazy. ”
Narration starts as 
the skater begins 
to skate down the 
railing.

This scene depicts a story of a 
young wrestler who is 
missing both of his legs. The 
scene starts with the young 
wrestler wrestling in a gym 
full of people. Then the scene 
cuts to an empty dark gym 
with a projection of the full 
match on the ceiling of the 
gym. Only the boy, his 
opponent, and the referee can 
be viewed (barely).

The scene starts with a 
close up shot of a young 
boy who is in a field. 
The scene then 
showcases a close up of 
a woman in a gym. The 
scene then cuts to a 
young boy who looks 
wet. The scene ends 
with a large projection 
of a surfing scene on the 
water.

• The boy in gym is of 
a young boy without 
legs wrestling in an 
indoor gym.

• This scene is
can be broken 
up into three 
frames: boy in 
field frame, CU 
woman frame 
and young boy 
frame.

• “I f  they laugh at
what they think” 
is said as the 
skater is shown

Voice over: Kaepemick

“You can do ” is said
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on the ground as camera pans up • The boy in
after falling showcasing the boy field frame is
(transitions into with crossed arms of a boy
next scene mid
sentence).

i and a serious face 
| (boy in gym).

• “Good” is said as 
match progresses and 
wrestling is in action. 
There is a slight 
pause before saying 
“good”.

1
1
i

i

standing in 
front of an 
empty field.

• CU woman 
frame is a close 
up of woman 
standing in 
gym.

• Young boy 
frame is a close 
up of a young 
boy looking to 
the left.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “Stay that 
way” is said 
during the 
close-up of the 
boy in the field.

Sound O’Halloran “We Move O’Halloran “We Move O’Halloran “We Move
Lightly” plays in 
background.

Lightly” plays in background. 

• Faint sounds of the crowd

Lightly” plays in 
background.

• Sounds of 
skateboard.

• Sounds of falling.
• Sound of railing.
• Music sounds add 

to the feeling of 
optimism and 
depth.

cheering and talking

i

• Faint sound of 
waves can be 
heard (young 
boy frame).

Lighting • Natural day • Indoor lighting inside • (Boy in field
lighting indicates of a gym. frame) has soft
time orientation. • After boy flips his natural lighting.

• Shadows across opponent the gym • Lighting
j

the skateboarder's becomes dimly lit presents time
face from his hat. and a projection of orientation.

• Shadow from the the wrestling match Either early
pole where the is projected on the morning or
skater falls. ceiling of the gym early evening

• The shadows (boy in gym frame). (boy in field
show a passage of • The projection is frame).
time. bright and lights up 

the dimly lit gym 
(boy in gym frame). 

• Spotlight is used to

• There are
shadows on the 
boy's face that 
have a blueish
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highlight the
wrestling match in •
the empty dimly lit 
gym (boy in gym 
frame).

• Possible natural light 
peering in from |
windows in the I •
brightly lit gym.

• Possible time 
orientation is day
time, (boy in gym •
frame).

tint to them.
The color of 
the shadow 
may indicate 
time orientation 
(boy in field 
frame).
The lighting in 
the gym 
appears to be 
natural.
Possibly 
morning light. 
Lighting may 

be peering into 
the gym 
through a 
window (CU 
woman frame). 
The woman's 
face is brightly 
lit, possibly 
indicating the 
time of day 
(CU woman 
frame).
One side of the 
gym is brighter 
than the other, 
again
presenting time 
orientation (CU 
woman frame). 
(Young boy 
frame) The 
lighting in this 
frame appears 
dim yet bright. 
Natural outdoor 
lighting. The 
lighting 
suggests that it 
may be the 
early evening 
or dusk (time 
orientation). 
Faint lights 

can be seen in 
the distance 
behind the boy.



Color

Visualization
I

Very soft natural 
color.
Clothing is dark 

and Nike 
branded.

• Suburban setting 
perhaps Los 
Angeles.

• Trees and houses.
• Angles add to 

point of view as if 
viewers are riding 
alongside the 
skater and then 
watching him as 
he falls.

• The skater 
attempts to ride 
the stair railing 
the whole way

Color in (boy in gym 
frame) has bright 
colors: green, blue, 
soft color of floor. 
When the gym 
becomes dimly lit the 
gym itself is dull in 
color. The bright 
colors are still seen 
but only through the 
projection on the 
ceiling of the gym 
(boy in gym frame).

• Gym setting.
• The camera starts 

panning up on the 
young wrestler to 
reveal him with his 
arms crossed across 
his chest posing (boy 
in gym frame).

• The shot starts from 
the waist up.

• It is revealed that the 
boy does not have 
legs (boy in gym 
frame).

• The shot cuts to the

• Lighting on the 
boy's face has 
fall off. Part of 
his face is lit 
and the other 
side is dark 
(young boy
frame).________

• Colors are 
natural and soft 
(boy in field 
frame).

• Blue hue can 
be seen on the 
boy’s face (boy 
in field).

• Colors in the 
gym are 
various hues of 
blue and grey 
(CU of woman 
frame).

• Colors 
presented in the 
(young boy 
frame) are hues 
of purple and 
yellow. Both 
colors are 
complimentary 
to each other.

• Color suggests 
time of day 
(young boy 
frame).________

• The scene starts 
with a close up 
of a boy in a 
field. The field 
is empty with 
dry long grass 
in the
background 
(boy in field i 
frame).

• The frame 
quickly cuts to 
the next frame 
of a close up of 
a woman in a
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down but does 
not succeed. This 
visualization adds 
to storytelling 
"crazy dream*'.

• Camera shifts 
generate multiple 
angles and vector 
fields.

• The angle of how 
the skater falls in 
a downward 
position adds to 
storytelling aspect 
“crazy dream".

• Point of view in 
this scene assists 
in constructing 
space and asserts 
that there is some 
power in falling 
and failing.

• Skater starts 
wearing a 
sweatshirt and 
then ends with 
wearing black 
Nike t-shirt.

boy preparing for a gym. The
wrestling match. woman has
Low angle shot from sweat on her
behind as if audience forehead. The
is ground level with woman is
the boy (boy in gym camera left,
frame). whereas the
Depth in the shot boy in the
builds visual space. previous frame
The boy is preparing was camera
and the audience can right (CU of
be faintly seen in the woman frame).
distance. The • The shot shifts
audience is not in slightly left
focus and appears then cuts to the
blurred (boy in gym next frame of a
frame). close up of a
As the wrestler boy looking left
warms up viewers (young boy
can see the frame).
determination on his • The shot of the
face. The angle of the boy is a profile
shot draws attention shot versus a
to the emotion on the head shot
wrestler’s face (boy (young boy
in gym frame). frame). The
When the wrestling boy looks like
match starts the boy he has water on
and his opponent flip his face.
each other. Mid flip, • Each shot has a
the scene cuts to the different point
next frame in the of view.
dimly lit gym (boy in • All shots are
gym frame). objective.
The point of view • The shot of the
constructs space in (young boy
the scene. frame) is more
As the boy falls, the of an index
projection on the vector because
ceiling shot cuts to we can see the
the next shot (boy in direction the
the field). boy is looking.
Abrupt cut that no • Very quick cuts
longer follows the between each
storyline. Instead cuts frame.
to a new story, (boy • The
in gym frame). visualization

depicted in this
scene is the
beginning of a



Motion 
(Pace, 
Rhythm & 
Time)

• Speed of 
transitions 
between falls.

• The cuts and pace 
of the falls 
progress the scene 
and pass time.

• Speed is fast 
paced.

• The time 
orientation 
changes because 
of the speed, from 
morning to 
afternoon.

• Focus on 
character time 
which centers on 
the feeling of the 
skater. Viewer 
sees the skater 
determined and 
then falling.

• Tertiary motion- 
fast cuts and 
transitions.

• Jump cuts.
• Skater falls four 

times. Each fall is 
a cut and a 
passage of time.

• Secondary motion 
is used to follow 
the skater as he 
skates to the 
railing. This 
motion is meant 
to follow the 
story and reveal.

Slow pan to start, 
possibly highlights 
the wrestler (boy in 
gym frame).
Fast cut to wrestler in 
action to progress the 
scene, (boy in gym 
frame).
Each movement is 
followed by a cut to 
progress the story 
line (boy in gym 
frame).
Focuses on plot time. 
Viewers see the 
character but the 
scene focuses more 
on the progression of 
the story from start to 
finish of match (boy 
in gym frame). 
Tertiary motion is 
used to keep up the 
pace of the scene and 
transition of the 
storyline (boy in gym 
frame).
Primary motion used 
to indicate the 
direction of motion 
and camera 
movement. As the 
scene progresses the 
movement coincides 
with x- axis/y-axis 
motion. Meaning, the 
wrestler is in motion 
(boy in gym frame). 
Smooth cuts between 
shots lead and reveal 
smoothly (boy in 
gym frame).
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story that is not 
yet revealed.

• Slight motion 
up while the 
boy in the field 
is on screen 
(boy in field 
frame).

• After cut to 
gym there is a 
slight pan to 
the left of the 
woman’s face. 
The pan feels 
that the camera 
is circling her 
starting left and 
ending right. 
This motion 
provides depth 
and intimacy 
(CU of woman 
frame).

• Slight motion 
of the woman's 
mouth during 
pan indicating 
breathing, 
perhaps she 
was working 
out (CU 
woman frame).

• When the shot 
cuts to the 
(young boy 
frame), the 
camera motions 
up and down 
across the 
boy’s face.

• Tertiary motion 
used for pace 
of the compiled 
frames 
(transition).

• Smooth 
transitions 
between 
frames.

• Although



frames are all 
very different 
they transition 
smoothly.
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Editing Use of vectors to 
guide the story. 
Vectors indicate 
falling down and 
retrying.
Action of falling 
and skating is 
emphasized 
through editing, 
adding to the 
story.
Use of cutaway 
shot intensifies 
the event of 
falling.
Scene starts with 
a close-up shot of 
skater looking 
left. As he looks 
left he moves left, 
riding his board. 
Motion vectors 
escalate the 
scene.
The viewer can 
see that he is 
skating down 
stairs.
The vectors 
directed the 
viewer to follow 
the story. The 
motion vectors 
establish the 
continuity in the 
scene.

• Vectors used to guide 
the storyline. Vectors 
indicate body 
movement that leads 
each frame (boy in 
gym frame).

• Wrestling moves act 
as motion vectors 
that lead the story 
frame by frame.

• Editing structures in 
scene guide the 
viewer through the 
scene and event.

• Vectors in scene 
contribute to 
maintaining 
continuity.

• The wrestling moves 
in the scene are 
highlighted through 
editing techniques, 
like the projection on 
the ceiling.

• Close up shot 
of the boy in 
the field.

• The shot is 
camera right. 
The boy’s face 
takes up most 
of the right side 
of the screen 
(boy in field 
frame).

• Cutaway to the 
woman in the 
gym to build up 
the story that 
will be told.

• The cutaway 
leads viewers’ 
attention screen 
left (CU of 
woman frame).

• Another quick 
cutaway to the 
boy looks left.

• The boy 
looking left 
acts as a vector. 
The direction 
of the boy’s 
gaze reveals the 
next frame 
(young boy 
frame).

• Different 
vectors in each 
scene.

• The vectors 
may indicate_



point of view 
or perspective 
of different 
people.

• All frames 
together 
display 
converging 
motion vectors, 
which increase 
the excitement 
in the scene.

Eye Contact 
with Camera 
(Gaze)

No. Skater looks left and 
then down.

Yes, wrestler looks directly at 
the camera at one point in the 
scene.

Yes, both the boy in the 
field and the woman 
look directly at the 
camera.

• The (young boy 
frame) does 
not, he looks 
left.

Who is this 
Athlete?

Unidentified Nyjah 
Huston.

Unidentified Isaiah Bird. Unidentified Zeina 
Nasser.

Is the Nike 
symbol in 
the shot?

Yes. The skater’s shoes, 
socks and shirt clearly 
have the Nike swoosh 
symbol on them.

No. Yes. (CU of woman 
frame) The Nike 
symbol can be seen on 
the right sides of the 
woman’s hijab.

Are athletes 
portrayed as 
athletic? 
(active)

Yes. actively riding 
skateboard. Dressed in 
athletic clothing.

i

Yes, boy is wearing a 
wrestling uniform.

• Two out of the 
three appear to 
be athletic.

• Slightly 
ambiguous. |

• The boy in the 1 
field does not
appear to be 
performing 
athletic 
activity. 
However, he is 
dressed in a 
tank top that 
may indicate



some type of
activity
(ambiguous).

• The woman in 
the gym is 
wearing a sport 
style hijab and 
has sweat on 
her face.

• The young boy 
is wet and 
appears to be 
wearing a 
wetsuit.

What is the 1 • Viewer is a Viewer is ground level • Viewer is
role of the “friend” or looking up. Same height as looking directly
viewer? someone who is boy (eye level). at the face of
(viewer watching the each athlete.
perspective) skater. • Viewer is eye

• Viewers are level and close
riding alongside to each athlete.
the skater and
then watching

_____________ 1
him as he falls.

I

Data 2

| Scene 4: Scene 5: Scene 6:

0:20-0:27 0:27-0:36 0:36-0:46

This scene is a transition This scene starts with a This scene begins with
from scene three of the woman in a wheelchair kids playing football.
wet boy. The same boy is dribbling two basketballs in a The frame cuts to a
now shown looking out gym. The scene then frame of a girl who has
onto the water at a transitions to the boy from won homecoming queen.
projector that is scene three who is now The frame then cuts to
showcasing surfing. The running in a field. The frame the homecoming queen
projected surf video then then transitions to a man wearing football gear
appears to become the running a race and then and playing linebacker.
scene itself Viewers can The scene ends with a



watch the surfer ride 
waves. This scene ends on 
the woman from scene 
three who is now 
shadowboxing the air 
facing the camera.

• This scene will 
be divided into 
three frames: 
projection frame, 
surfer frame, 
shadowboxing 
frame.

• Projection frame 
depicts a large 
projection on a 
screen that is 
floating on water.

• Surfer frame 
showcases a 
surfer, surfing on 
the screen that 
eventually 
becomes the 
ocean.

• Shadowboxing 
frame features the 
woman from the 
previous scene 
(CU of woman). 
The woman is 
now
shadowboxing in 
a gym.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “Because what 
non-believers fail 
to understand” 
(side profile of 
wet boy looking 
left) . 44Is calling a 
dream crazy ” 
(frame shifts to 
projection and 
surfing frame) i s  
not an insult ” 
(man is surfing).

• "It's a

I

celebrating completion.

• This scene will be 
divided into four 
frames: dribbling 
frame, boy running 
frame, man running 
frame and celebration 
frame.

• Dribbling frame 
depicts a woman in a 
wheelchair dribbling 
two basketballs in a 
gym.

• Boy running frame 
showcases a boy 
running in a field.

• Man running frame 
exhibits a man 
running in a race.

• Celebration frame 
shows the man who 
was running now 
celebrating 
completion of a race 
with other men.

Voice over: Kaepemick

• “Don 7 try to be the 
fastest runner in your 
school’ is said as the 
boy runs in the field.

• “ Or the fastest in the
world” is said as the 
man runs in the race.

• “Be the fastest ever” 
is said as the man 
celebrates with other 
runners after the race.

frame of the
homecoming linebacker 
posing with some of her 
teammates.

• This scene can 
be divided into 
four frames: 
football frame, 
homecoming 
frame, 
linebacker 
frame, and team 
frame.

• Football frame 
is of young 
football players 
playing football 
in a field.

• Homecoming 
frame is of a 
homecoming 
queen wearing 
crown and 
holding flowers.

• Linebacker 
frame is of the 
homecoming 
queen now 
playing football 
and tackling 
another player.

• Team frame is 
of the
homecoming 
queen posing 
with teammates 
wearing football 
uniforms.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “Don 7 picture 
yourself 
wearing OBJ’s 
jersey” is said 
as young 
football players 
are playing.

• “Picture OBJ 
wearing yours ”
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Sound

compliment" is 
said between the 
surfing frame and 
the
shadowboxing
frame.

CTHalloran “We Move 
Lightly” plays in 
background.

• Faint sounds of 
waves (projection 
and surfer frame).

• Sounds of 
breathing 
simulating 
punching 
(shadowboxing 
frame).

i O’Halloran “We Move 
Lightly” plays in background.

• Faint sounds of 
basketballs being 
dribbled (dribbling 
frame).

• Cheering/whistling as 
the man runs across 
the finish line (man 
running frame).

• Faint clapping as men 
celebrate completion 
of race (celebration 
frame).

is said as the 
young player 
catches the ball 
one handed like 
OBJ does.

• “D on’t settle for  
homecoming 
queen ” is said 
as a girl 
becomes 
homecoming 
queen.

• “Or linebacker” 
is said as the 
homecoming 
queen is shown 
as a linebacker.

• “Do both” is 
said when the 
scene
concludes. The 
homecoming 
queen is 
wearing a 
football jersey.

O’Halloran “We Move 
Lightly” plays in 
background.

• Faint sounds of 
the kids playing 
football and 
cheering 
(football frame).

• Cheers can be 
heard
(homecoming
frame).

• Cheers and 
whistles 
(linebacker 
frame).
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Lighting

i

Color

• Dark natural • Natural lighting is peering • Natural lighting.
lighting. through the window of • Daytime setting.

• Lighting the gym (dribbling outdoors (football
indicates time frame). , frame). I
orientation • Light from window can • Natural outdoor
(projection be seen on the woman’s lighting. Sun is
frame). left arm and face shining on the

• Light is reflected (dribbling frame). homecoming
off of water. • Shadows on the gym queen’s face. Slight
Reflection may floor are from the rainbow shown on
be moonlight or windows. the queen’s face.
the reflection • Lighting declares time (homecoming
from the orientation. Daytime or frame).
projector afternoon (dribbling • Night setting.
(projection frame). • Lights are stadium
frame). • The lighting is natural lights meant to light

• Lighting is bright daylight, possibly early up the field during a
and natural. morning or almost dusk night game

• Possible day light (boy running frame). (linebacker frame).
and blue sky is • The lighting establishes • Lighting is used to
visible in comer time orientation in the single out the
of the screen frame (boy running linebacker running
(surfer frame). frame). (linebacker frame).

• Natural light • The sun is shining on the • Natural day
peering through right side of the boy’s lightning.
window behind face (boy running frame). • The sun is lower in
woman who is in • The lighting is natural the background; it
a gym setting outdoor lighting. may be mid-day or
(shadowboxing almost dusk.
frame). •

•

There is some 
shadowing on the 
player’s faces 
(coming from the 
left side) (team 
frame).
The lighting in this 
scene establishes 
time orientation of 
each frame and 
moves the storyline. ,

Purple hue of dusk. • Gym has possible • Green grass and
Deep blue color of school colors painted orange leaves.
water may indicate on the walls. • Color indicates
that the time of day or • The woman is in a a time of the
that the water is cold. green wheel chair year (football
Projection is bright (dribbling frame). frame).
similar to a movie • The woman is • Player's jersey
screen showing white j wearing possible colors are blue
wave caps and blue school colors (teal) and white.
water (projection (dribbling frame). • Narrator



Visualizatio
n

frame).
Surfer is wearing a 
red and black wetsuit. 
The Red is bright and 
noticeable in the 
background of the 
frame.
The surfboard is 
yellow.
The color of the sky 
and water are similar 
in hue.
Both are bright light 
blue (monochromatic) 
(surfer frame).
Woman is wearing 
black and grey and 
has red gloves.
A red punching bag 
can be seen behind 
the woman 
(shadowboxing 
frame)._____________
The scene starts out 
with a landscape shot 
of a projection screen 
that is floating on 
water (projection 
frame).
The screen may be 

on a dock.
The screen does not 

take up the whole 
shot, only the center 
(projection frame). 
The position of the 
screen provides depth 
to the scene. Two 
silhouettes of people 
are looking toward 
the screen. One 
person is left and one 
is right.
The silhouettes are 
not blocking the 
screen at all 
(projection frame).
A clear visual of the 
surfer on the screen 
can be seen.

Hues of nature.
Dry wheat color 

grass (boy running 
frame).
The boy is wearing a 
blue colored tank top 
and black shorts (boy 
running frame).

The scene begins 
with a woman in a 
wheelchair dribbling 
two balls looking 
camera left (dribbling 
frame).
The woman dribbles 
for a few moments 
and then the frame 
shifts (dribbling 
frame).
The camera looks up 
at the woman 
dribbling establishing 
power in the frame 
(woman dribbling 
frame).
Point of view is used 
to enhance the visual 
meaning in the shot 
(woman dribbling 
frame).
The boy is shown 
running straight on a 
path right (boy 
running frame).
The boy appears to be

mentions OBJ 
who wore a blue 
and white jersey 
his rookie year 
(NY Giants).

• The choice of 
jersey’s may 
compliment 
with what the 
narrator is 
saying (football 
frame).

• School colors. 
Maroon jersey 
colors and 
decorations 
(homecoming, 
linebacker & 
team frame)
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• The scene 
begins with two 
football teams 
playing a game 
(football frame).

• The frame 
begins with a 
wide shot 
showcasing the 
entire football 
field (football 
frame).

• As the football 
player runs 
camera left, the 
shot then cuts to 
the next frame 
(football frame).

• The cut is done 
abruptly and 
cuts as a close 
up of a person 
walks across the 
screen (camera 
left).

• After the cut 
occurs a close
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Screen looks farther running fast because up of a
away because of the his mouth is open and homecoming
amount of water that appears full of air that queen can be
is visible in the frame. j is being forced in seen
The two silhouettes because of his speed (homecoming
and the screen create (boy running frame). frame).
a triangle point of • As the boy runs the • The shot cuts
view and add depth frame smoothly off at the
and visual space transitions into the homecoming
(projection frame). man running. queen’s chest.
The frame starts out • The man is running in • Other students
as an objective shot the same direction as can be seen in
and then shifts to a the boy. He is the shot.
more subjective shot. running in a race with • The
The projection frame other runners (man homecoming
becomes the surfer running frame). queen is in
frame. • The man is shown complete focus,
The waves being running across a whereas the
watched on the finish line. There is a other students
projection become timer above him are slightly
reality and a new (man running). blurred in the
frame. • After the man crosses background
As the wave gets the line, he is with (homecoming
higher and the surfer two other men who frame).
rides up, the frame are looking at him • There is a lot of
switches. and touching him in depth in this
The angles add style celebration. frame
and theme to the story • All men are smiling (homecoming
(surfer frame). (celebration frame). frame).
The transition • The visualization • Behind the
between frames can used in this scene queen, the
be described as a moves the story bleacher stands
deductive approach along. are full of
(surfer frame). • The angles in the people and
Once the surfboard | scene all verge into banners can be
begins to point down, each other, which seen.
the frame transitions helps the viewer • The other
into the 1 follow the story. students in the
shadowboxing frame. • Distinct vector fields frame add depth
Viewers see a close assist in generating a to the shot and
up of a woman feeling of running a generate more
boxing toward the race. focus on the
screen • Angles are used to , homecoming
(shadowboxing thematically set the queen
frame). style of the event and i, (homecoming
The visualization of add context to the frame).
the woman boxing, story. • The
the camera adds • Point of view is used homecoming
intensity to the to create the feeling queen looks
narrative and moves of running. camera right



the story along 
(shadowboxing 
frame).

• The camera shots are 
all alongside the 
athletes.

• Parallels are drawn 
between the young 
runner and the older 
runner.

I

and then the 
frame cuts into 
the next frame, 
(homecoming 
frame).
The next frame, 
the camera 
angle is low and 
looks up at the 
linebacker who 
is running 
camera left 
(linebacker 
frame).
There is depth 
in the frame. 
Players run 
around in the 
background of 
the field and 
there is a 
silhouette of 
someone 
standing in from 
of the camera 
screen right 
(linebacker 
frame).
It looks like the 
linebacker is the 
center of 
attention 
because the 
stadium light 
shines on the 
player.
The silhouette 
of the person 
and players in 
the background 
assist in creating 
visual space in 
the frame and 
singles out the 
one player 
(linebacker 
frame).
The frame has a 
lot of depth.
Pla_\ 'ers are
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Motion • The pace of this •
(Pace, scene is fast.
Rhythm & • The scene is
Time) more plot

focused.
Although
characters can be •
visually seen, the
imagery caters to 1
the plot and
progression of i

| events. i
• Secondary and •

tertiary motions
are used in the •
scene to relate the
frames together.

• As the surfer is
surfing
downward the •
frame cuts to the
woman boxing.

• Cuts in this scene
do not act as a •
passage of time
but as a way to
connect •
characters and
frames.

standing on the 
side and behind 
the homecoming 
queen. It’s 
revealed that the 
homecoming 
queen is also the 
linebacker (team 
frame).

As the woman • As the game
dribbles the two begins players
basketballs she are in motion
moves toward the (football frame).
camera (dribbling • The quarterback
frame). throws the ball,
The pace of the and the camera
dribbling is fast and follows the ball
her movement in the to a player who
wheelchair is also caught the
fast paced (dribbling throw (football
frame). frame).
The camera shifts • The motion is
forward. fast paced, the
As the woman moves players run fast
toward the camera. after the ball is
the shot cuts to a boy caught (football
running in the field frame).
(dribbling frame). • The players then
The pace between the run camera left
frame cuts is fast and and the frame
moves the story along cuts.
quickly. • The cut is done
Motion in this scene abruptly and
reveals the theme of fast between
being fast. frames.
Secondary motion is • The next frame
used to relate the is of the
frames together. homecoming



(This is done from 
pace rhythm and 
timing).

• Speed is the highlight 
of the scene and 
storyline.

• As the boy runs the 
man is also running at 
the same pace (man 
running frame).

• This scene is plot 
focused because the 
frames focus on the 
event of running, 
speed and movement.

• Secondary motion is 
used to follow the 
story and action of 
events.

• Movement acts as a 
time-lapse in this 
scene.

• The boy running and 
then the man running 
may suggest growth.

• Cuts are smooth and 
seamless.
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queen. She is 
shown briefly in 
a fast pace or 
rhythm 
(homecoming 
queen frame).

• Pom poms and 
cheering hands 
provide 
additional 
motion behind 
the queen who 
smiles and looks 
screen right 
(homecoming 
frame).

• Secondary 
motion is 
utilized to relate 
action and 
events in the 
scene.

• Tertiary motion 
is used as cuts 
that function as 
transitions 
between frames 
that move the 
storyline along.

• This scene is 
more character 
focused. The 
focus is about a 
girl who plays 
football
(homecoming &
linebacker
frame).

• The plot focuses 
in on football 
but leads up to 
the character 
focus.

• The person 
walking by 
between frames 
acts as the 
tertiary motion 
wipe
(homecoming



Editing • Editing is used to 
clarify in this 
scene.

• When the 
silhouettes are 
looking at the 
screen, editing is 
used to connect 
the projection to 
surfing.

• Surfing is 
emphasized in 
this scene 
through editing.

• Editing together 
the wet boy, 
projection and 
surfing,
emphasizes the 
overall theme.

• Converging 
motion vectors in 
the surfing frame 
add excitement 
and clarity.

• Using a 
projection screen 
and then the 
actual footage of

• Editing is tactfully 
used in this scene.

• All frames are 
compiled to reveal 
the narrative of being 
fast.

• Vectors are used to 
connect each frame 
and move the story 
along.

• As the girl moves 
forward the boy runs. 
As the boy runs, the 
man runs ending at a 
finish line.

• The vectors connect 
the story as if all 
characters were 
running the race 
together.

• As the boy runs his 
speed is emphasized 
through editing 
(slower motion) (boy 
running frame).

• This scene mixes 
motion vectors 
together which 
connect the frames

frame).
• Fast cuts 

between frames 
keep the 
storyline 
moving.

• As the game is 
being played, it 
is shot in fast 
motion.

• The motion 
plays into the 
fast pace of the 
football game 
(linebacker 
frame).

• Slight 
movement 
occurs.

• Live photograph 
(team frame).

• Converging 
motion vectors 
are used 
throughout this 
scene and 
connect the 
stories together.

• The football 
player catching 
the ball and 
running screen 
left acts as a 
vector that cuts 
to the next 
frame (football 
frame).

• Footage is 
shaky like it is a 
home video 
(football frame).

• As the player 
catches the ball 
one handed, the 
action of 
catching the ball 
is highlighted. 
The narration 
accompanied by 
the catch.
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surfing is an 
editing technique 
that reveals the 
narrative.

together. intensifies the 
message in the 
scene and 
perception 
(football frame).

• The 
homecoming 
queen looking 
left acts as a 
vector
(homecoming
frame).

• As the 
homecoming 
queen looks 
right, the 
linebacker is 
shown running 
left. This is an 
example of 
converging 
motion vectors 
(homecoming & 
linebacker 
frame).

• The editing in 
this scene 
provides visual 
cues for 
viewers.

• As the narrator 
says “don’t just 
be the
homecoming 
queen” viewers 
are shown the 
homecoming 
queen
(homecoming
frame).

• Viewers know 
that the 
homecoming 
queen is the 
linebacker 
because the 
narrator says 
“be a
linebacker,” the 
editing between 
the frames
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connects them 
and provides 
cues for 
viewers.

• Motion vector 
lines add to the 
continuity of the 
scene.

• Specific parts of 
the scene are 
emphasized 
through editing 
specifically 
creating visual 
space.

Eye Contact
with
Camera

(Gaze)

Yes, the woman 
shadowboxing looks 
directly at the camera.

Yes, the woman dribbling 
looks down at the camera 

' (dribbling frame).

Yes, only in the (team 
frame). The girl looks 
directly at the camera.

Who is this 
Athlete?

Unidentified Kai Lenny & 
Zeina Nassar.

Unidentified Megan Blunk & 
Eliud Kipchoge.

Unidentified Alicia 
Woollcott.

Is the Nike 
symbol in 
the shot?

Yes, the woman 
shadowboxing wears a 
Nike hijab.

1

Yes. The woman dribbling the 
basketballs has the Nike 
symbol on her jersey.

• The boy running in 
the field possibly is 
wearing Nike (on his 
shorts).

• The man running is 
the race has a Nike 
sweatband on his

Yes, the linebacker’s 
jersey is sponsored by 
Nike.

arm. The race that the 
man is running in is 
possibly sponsored 
by Nike. The Nike 
symbol is all along 
the race barricades 
and on the finish line.

Are athletes Yes. 
portrayed 
as athletic?

Yes. Yes.



(active)

What is the ' 
role of the  ̂
viewer? | 
(viewer 
perspective)

Data 3
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Viewer is • Viewer is possibly an • The viewer is
standing between opponent because the possibly a
silhouettes woman looks down spectator at a
looking at directly at camera game.
projector and moves forward • Viewer may be
(projection (dribbling frame). a student who is
frame). • Viewer is on the standing with
Viewer is eye sideline of the field the homecoming
level with watching the boy run queen looking
shadow boxer. (boy running frame). objectively at
Viewer may be • Viewer is in the her
an opponent to stands looking at the (homecoming
shadow boxer. man run the race. frame).

• Viewer is past the • The viewer may
finish line and above be another
as the man crosses player* coach or
finish line. spectator

• Viewer may be | (linebacker
another runner in the frame).
race. • Viewer may be

• Viewer is at same eye a photographer
level as the (team frame).
celebration happens.

• Viewer is in an
intimate position
within the circle of
celebration
(celebration frame).

Scene 7:0:48-0:54

This scene depicts a story 
about a man who lost a 
drastic amount of weight, 
ran a marathon and beat a 
brain tumor.

• The scene is 
broken up into 
three identifiable 
frames: two 
photo frame, Iron

" Scene 8:0:54-1:00

This scene begins with a 
skateboarder skating at 
night. The scene then shifts 
to a close up of the same 
skater projected on a large 
screen. The skater then 
becomes very small and 

( skates onto the projected 
screen. The large skater 
and small skater can be

Scene 9:1:01 -1:09

This scene begins with 
“home footage" of young 
men playing soccer in a 
village. The frame then 
jumps to a player on a 
soccer field scoring a 
goal. The player then runs 
and celebrates the goal 
with teammates.



Man frame and 
x-ray frame.

• Two photo frame 
consists of two 
still photos that 
show before and 
after weight loss.

• Iron Man frame 
is the man 
running and 
finishing the 
race.

• X-ray frame is a 
still photo of an 
x-ray that shows 1 
a brain.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “Lose 120 
pounds and” is 
said as
2 photos of the 
man are shown 
(one heavy and 
one with weight ( 
loss).

• “Become an Iron 
Man ” is said
as the man is 
running.

• “After beating a 
brain tumor ” is 
said as a photo of 
a brain x-ray is 
shown on the 
screen.

seen on the screen at the 
same time. The scene 
concludes with a side 
profile shot of the skater 
standing in a different 
location.

• This scene is 
broken up into 
three frames: night 
skate frame, two 
skater frame, and 
skater frame.

• Night skate frame 
depicts a solo 
skater skating at 
night. A large 
projection plays 
behind the skater.

• Two skater frame 
is of the skater 
skating and 
becoming large. 
The frame then 
becomes two 
skaters on a 
projected screen.

• Skater frames is of 
the skater now 
standing under a 
bridge.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• "Don't believe 
you have to be like 
anybody ” is said 
as the skater 
skates on the 
projection of 
herself (two skater 
frame).

• “7b be 
somebody is said 
after a slight 
pause. When said, 
the skater looks 
down and directly 
at the camera 
(skater frame).

• This scene is 
divided into three 
frames: refugee 
frame, national 
team frame, and 
goal frame.

• Refugee frame is 
footage of young 
boys playing 
soccer in a 
village.

• National team 
frame depicts a 
player scoring a 
goal on a 
professional 
soccer field.

• Goal frame 
occurs after the 
goal is scored 
and when the 
man celebrates 
scoring.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “I f  you ’re born a 
refugee ” is said 
as young men 
play soccer in a 
village.

• “D on’t let it stop 
you from playing 
soccer” As 
“soccer” is said, 
the frame cuts to 
the (national 
team frame).

• As “for the 
national team ” is 
said, there is a 
pause and then a 
goal is scored 
and the narration 
continues.

• As “at age 16” is 
said, a solo shot 
of the player is 
shown.
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Sound

Lighting

0 ‘Halloran "We Move O’Halloran “We Move O’Halloran “We Move
Lightly" plays in Lightly” plays in Lightly” plays in
background. background. background.

• Faint cheering • Faint sounds of • Faint sounds of
from the crowd. skating can be kids talking

• Violin peeks at heard. (refugee frame).
the moment the • Faint cheering
x-ray is shown can be heard over
on screen, which the music
adds to the (national team
optimism and frame).
inspiration.

• Viewers can see • The skater is skating at • The scene looks like
light peeping night; the background overcast natural
through sheer is black. outdoor lighting
curtains, (two • There is a bright large (refugee frame).
photo frame) projection screen • Lighting can be seen

• Possible time behind the skater. on electronic
orientation from • The projection screen billboards that are on
lighting is that it brightens up the frame the professional
is the morning and is more of a visual soccer field (national
(two photo effect (night skate team frame).
frame). frame). • Possible outdoor

• There are large • As the skater skates, stadium lights.
stadium lights. light from a street light • Lighting from

• Stadium lights can be seen shining in electronic billboard
entice excitement a straight line (night behind player (goal
and project an skate frame). frame).
upbeat feeling • The projection is
for viewers (Iron bright and takes up
Man frame). most of the screen but

• The time behind the projection it
orientation has is still dark (two skater
shifted to frame).
nighttime (two • The projection depicts
photo frame to a scene that is filmed
the Iron Man during the daytime
frame). (two skater frame).

• I ighting • At one point the
indicates an projection becomes
emotional feeling extremely bright as if
when we see the the skater is skating
man run past the toward the sun or that
finish line. the sun is peaking

• The runner's face through buildings (two
is brightly lit. skater frame).
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(Iron man frame) 

• Possibly, 
chiaroscuro 
lighting because 
of the fast falloff 
as the man runs 
with the contrast 
of light and dark. 
This lighting 
adds emotion and 
drama to the 
frame (Iron Man 
frame).

• Street lights can be 
seen behind the 
projector (two skater 
frames).

• Daylight can be seen 
behind the skater who 
is now standing under 
an overpass.

• Natural sunlight can 
be seen on the back of 
the skater’s necks and 
head (skater frame).

Color • Entire scene is • Dark colors are • Red, white and
shot in black and used and bright green are
white. colored projection prominent colors

• Using black and showcases a time in this scene.
white achromatic of day (night skate
colors assert frame).
meaning and • The skater is
pivotal moments. wearing black

• Desaturation pants, a white t-
theory is shirt, and a
applicable to this mustard colored
scene and adds to jacket (night
the intensity of skate).
the scene.

• The lack of color
may further
involve viewers.

Visualization • A wide shot of a • The scene begins • The scene begins
young shirtless with a with “home
man taking skateboarder video” footage of
selfies. skating at night young men

• Before and after screen left (night | playing soccer in
two photo skate frame). a village (refugee
montage. • As the skater frame).

• Bedroom setting. skates left, a large • The field is not a
• Bed looks like it projector can be proper soccer

has been recently seen behind the field, it is dirt
laid on. skater (night skate and dried grass.

i • Sets up a story frame). (refugee frame).
through • As the skater • A sa young man
visualization. skates she is then kicks the soccer

• White sheets add 1 shown skating up ball screen left,
to the black and as if she is the frame cuts to
white aesthetic. 1 grinding in a skate the next shot

• Both photos are bowl (night skate (refugee frame).
taken in the frame). • The effect of
bedroom, which • As the skater kicking the ball



adds more 
context to the 
setting and 
overall story 
(two photo 
frame).

• “Iron Man” is 
said and the man 
is shown 
running.

• Screen space is 
made up of a 
cheering crowd 
which takes up 
most of the left 
screen. Screen 
right highlights j 
the man running I 
and another man 
behind him (Iron i 
Man frame).

• As he appears to 
cross the finish 
line, the man 
spreads his arms 
out like wings in | 
excitement as the 
man behind him 
raises his arms I 
up (Iron Man 
frame).

• The angles in the 1 
shot make the 
viewer feel as if | 
they are 
watching the
man cross the 
finish line (Iron 
Man frame).

• Point of view 
shifts to ‘look 
up" (Iron Man 
frame).

• Deductive 
approach of still 
photo (x-ray 
frame).

• Shot starts as a 
wide shot, as 
narration

“grinds" the skater 
becomes small 
and appears to be 
skating on the 
projected screen.

• It is then revealed 
that that the same 
skater is being 
projected on the 
screen.
Essentially, the 
skater is shown 
twice at the same 
time (two skater 
frame).

• The story of the 
skater is broken up 
into three frames 
and ends on a 
frame of the skater 
standing under an 
underpass (skater 
frame).

• The camera looks 
up at the skater 
and pans around 
the skater who 
stands still under 
the underpass 
(skater frames).

• The skating in this 
scene, and the 
projection of 
skating creates 
depth in the visual 
space.

• The visualization 
in this scene 
generates a 
narrative about a 
skate boarder.

• Shifting camera 
shots provide 
multiple
viewpoints of the 
skater.

• Distinct vector 
fields are used to 
create space and 
enhance the story

screen left into 
the next frame is 
like the player 
passed the ball to 
the person in the 
next frame 
(refugee & 
national team 
frame).

• The camera angle 
is shot from 
above looking 
down onto the 
field.

• The camera then 
comes down 
slightly behind 
the player who 
scores the goal. 
Once to goal is 
scored the 
camera pans 
down and in, like 
it follows the ball 
into the goal 
(national team 
frame).

• The player then 
runs screen right 
with his arms 
spread like bird 
wings.

• The player also 
turns his head 
screen left as he 
runs right (goal 
frame).

• The frame then 
cuts to the player 
high fiving and 
hugging his 
teammates in 
celebration of the 
goal (goal 
frame).

• Screen space is 
created through 
camera angles 
which add depth 
to the scene.
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Motion (Pace, 
Rhythm & 
Time)

happens the 
camera tightens 
up on the x-ray. 
This visual 
approach calls a 
viewer's 
attention. The 
approach may 
also act as a 
transition.

• After the two 
photo montage. 
Fast paced cuts 
lead to a fast 
race. The man 
runs the “Iron 
Man” race.

• The running 
progresses the 
story.

• Uses plot time to 
focus on the 
progression of 
the events the 
man had to go 
through.

• Tertiary motion- 
fast cuts and 
transitions.

• Jump cut from 
still photos (two

being told.
• Vectors are 

created through 
directions the 
skater skates.

• The scene uses 
more of an 
inductive 
approach.

• The scene starts 
small showing the 
small skater and 
then grows large 
into the projected 
visual of the 
skateboarder (two 
skater frame).

• The skater is used 
as a tool to skate 
into each frame 
and connect the 
story.

• The pace 
coincides with the 
motion of skating.

• The flow of shots 
is determined by 
the pace between 
frames.

• This scene is more 
character driven as 
the shots follow a 
single character.

• Each shot reveals 
more about the 
character.

• Secondary motion 
is used to follow 
the skater skate 
(night skater 
frame).

• As the skater is 
skating up and

• Low shots 
provide a deeper 
range of footage 
being shown in 
the scene.

• The above angle 
shot generates 
wide screen 
space.

• Players can be i
seen on the sides 
of the player who | 
scores the goal.

• The high angle (
emphasizes the 
importance of the 
goal being scored 
(national team 
frame).

• The multiple 
camera angles 
thematically style j  

the event of the j  

man scoring the 
goal.

• The motion in 
the scene is fast.

• Players in the 
village kick the 1 
ball a few times 
before the ball is 
kicked into the 
next frame 
(refugee frame).

• Once the ball is 
in the next frame 
the player kicks 
and scores a goal.

• The action of 
scoring the goal 
moves the 
storyline along in 
a fast pace. 
Essentially, it is 
like the player 
started the game



Editing

photo frame) to 
the man running.

• Jumps from one 
screen to another 
(Two photo 
frame).
The two photos 
depict the man 
front and center 
and then a side 
profile to show 
the dramatic 
weight loss.
The frames show 
progression of 
weight loss and 
hair growth

• Vector of man 
looking at phone 
as he takes a 
selfie. Vector 
line that leads 
viewer the cut

downward on the 
projected screen a 
rhythm is 
established.

• Visual effects like 
in (two skater 
frame) are 
secondary motions 
that follow the 
event as it 
happens.

• The skater skating 
across the 
projection acts as 
tertiary motion. 
The motion of 
wiping across the 
screen can be 
looked at as a 
wipe transition 
(two skater 
frame).

• The pan around 
the skater is in a 
slower motion 
adding emphasis 
to her character 
(skater frame).

• Vectors are used 
to keep the 
storyline moving.

• As the skater 
skates straight he 
can be followed

from the village 
and ended the at 
the national 
game.

• The scene is 
mostly character 
driven.

• The viewer 
follows the 
soccer ball from 
one location to 
another. It is 
assumed that the 
player kicking 
the ball in the 
village is the 
same who kicks 
the ball at the 
national game 
(refugee & 
national team 
frame).

• The motion of 
the soccer ball 
being kicked 
from one frame 
to the other acts 
as a transition 
and cut into the 
next frame.

• Secondary 
motion is used to 
follow the 
character into 
each frame.

• Shot pans down 
onto the 
character when 
he scores.

• The secondary 
motions relate 
actions and 
follow the story 
of the player.

• Visually it looks 
like home video 
footage (refugee 
frame).

• The soccer ball 
movement from
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Eye Contact 
with Camera

(Gaze)

Who is this 
Athlete?

between frames.
• This frame looks 

like viewers are 
looking at a 
photo or that they 
are the
perspective of 
the mirror, (two 
photo frame)

• Edit in another 
photo to 
complete the 
scene. A photo of 
an x-ray is edited 
into the shot and 
as the narrator 
say “brain 
tumor” the shot 
zooms in on the 
still x-ray photo

Not directly. The 2 photo 
montage in both frames 
the man does not look at 
the screen. As the man 
runs through the finish 
line he briefly glances at 
screen but not full eye 
contact with the viewer.

onto the next 
screen creating 
vectors. As the 
skater is on the 
next screen the 
vectors continue 
(night skater & 
two skater frame).

• There are two 
layers of imagery 
compiled onto 
each other. It is 
like the skater is 
skating on top of 
himself (two 
skater frame).

• Compiling the 
images adds 
emphasis to the 
event and to the 
character.

• Continuity is kept 
between the 
frames and leads 
the storyline.____

Yes. In the (skater frame) 
the skater looks down and 
directly at the camera.

Unidentified Lacy Baker.

frame to frame 
serves as motion 
vectors and 
maintains the 
continuity in the 
scene.

• The action of 
playing soccer is 
highlighted 
aesthetically 
through editing 
techniques.

• The movement of 
the soccer ball 
increases the 
excitement and 
emotion in the 
scene.
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No, the player looks 
screen left and directly at 
his teammates.

Alphonso Davies. The 
player is only identified 
by the name on the back 
of his jersey. His name is 
only shown briefly as he 
runs across the field (goal 
frame).

f"Unidentified Charlie 
 ̂ Jabaley.



Is the Nike 
symbol in the 
shot?

Are athletes 
portrayed as 
athletic? 
(active)

What is the 
role of the 
viewer? 
(viewer 
perspective)
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Yes. The shirt the man 
wears during the "Iron 
Man" race says "equality” 
in all capitalized lettering 
(Nike Font) (may not be 
recognizable unless 
familiar with brand).

• https://www.nike 
.com/us/en_us/c/ 
go/black-history- 
month

• Yes, very subtly. 
The Skater is 
wearing Nike 
tennis shoes.

• No. However, the 
1 world cup and

national soccer 
teams are often 
sponsored by 
Nike.

• https://www.usso 
ccer.com/about/s 
ponsors 
(example)

Yes. Running in the Yes. But not dressed in a Yes. Wearing soccer
marathon. Dressed in uniform. uniforms.
athletic clothing.

• Viewer is in the • The viewer is The viewer may be a
crowd or alongside the team mate or someone on
possibly the skater at first the field of play.
photographer. looking at her

• The angles in objectively (skater i

the shot make the frame).
viewer feel as if • The viewer is
they are looking up at the
watching the skater. Possibly
man cross the the camera person.
finish line.

• Possibly the
viewer is the
perspective of a
camera person
because the man
running looks
down in victory
as if he is
showing off for
the camera (Two
photo montage).

Data 4

https://www.nike
https://www.usso


Scene 10:1:09-1:15 Scene 11:1:17-1:23 Scene 12:1:24-1:30
77

This scene tells a story 
of a man’s journey 
playing basketball. It 
may be assumed that 
footage in the scene is 
archived video of the 
player from high school 
or college. The scene 
ends with the player 
giving a speech to a 
community. This 
indicates that the player 
is involved in helping 
communities.

• The scene is 
broken up into 
three
identifiable 
frames: gym 
frame,
basketball court 
frame, and 
speech frame.

• Gym frame is of 
a dimly lit gym 
with a
projection of the 
player on empty 
bleachers.

• Basketball

The scene begins with the 
shot of the back of a man’s 
head. An American flag can 
be seen being projected on a 
building in front of the man. 
The man turns around and 
looks directly at the camera.

• The scene is 
divided into two 
frames: back frame 
and front frame.

• Back frame is a 
shot of the back of 
the man’s head.

• Front frame is the 
face of the man 
who was turned 
around.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “Believe in 
something ” (back 
frame).

• “Even i f  it means 
sacrificing 
everything ” (front 
frame).

The scene begins with a 
soccer match. A woman 
can be seen kicking a 
corner kick to another 
teammate. The teammate 
then scores. The players 
then run together and 

| celebrate.
j

• This scene can be 
divided into two 
frames: kick 
frame and 
winning frame.

• Kick frame is the 
kick from player

I to player. The
* second player

scores.
• Win frame shows 

the players 
running together 
and hugging after 
the score.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “When they talk 
about the 
greatest team in 
the history o f  the

I sport ” a pass
between players 
and the goal is 
shown (kick 
frame).

• (Pause) “Make 
sure it \s your 
team ” is said 
after the goal and 
when the players 
run together to 
celebrate (win 
frame).

frame is of the 
player dunking a 
basketball at an 
indoor
basketball court 
sponsored by 
Hilton.

• Speech frame is 
of the player 
delivering a 
speech to a 
crowd. There 
are banners that 
say “we are 
family.”
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Sound

Voice Over: Kaepemick

“Don 7 become 
the best 
basketball 
player on the 
planet ” is said 
as the projection 
of the player in 
the gym is 
shown.
As the narration 
says “player on 
the planet”, 
viewers watch 
the player 
impressively 
dunk the 
basketball.
“Be bigger than 
basketball” is 
said as the 
player finishes 
the dunk. The 
shot then cuts to 
the player on 
stage giving a 
speech (speech 
frame).

O’Halloran “We Move 
Lightly” plays in 
background.

• Faint clapping 
and cheering 
(gym frame & 
basketball court 
frame).

• Kaepemick 
voice over 
slightly as 
LeBron speaks 
(speech frame).

• The scene ends 
with LeBron's 
speech saying
“inner city”.

O’Halloran “We Move 
Lightly” plays in 
background.

• Faint clapping 
and cheering can 
be heard in the 
background.



Lighting Dimly lit indoor • The scene is set at
gym. Florescent nighttime.
lights shining • The lighting
down from the suggests the time
ceiling, (gym orientation.
frame) • Street lighting and
Lighting is head lights indicate
specifically used that it is nighttime.
to enhance the • There is a bright
player through projection of an
projection in a animated American
dim gym (gym flag on a building
frame). in front and behind
The frame is not the man.
that bright • A shadow from the
considering that man’s hair can also
the gym is lit be seen on the back
with florescent of his coat (back
lights. At least 8 frame).
sets of 2 tubed • Lighting on the
lights, (gym front of the man’s
frame). jacket.
Light from • The man’s face
projection does not have
mirrors light falloff it is
onto the gym completely unlit
floors (gym but not dark (front
frame). frame).
Shadows on
walls from the
banners, (gym
frame).
In the
(basketball court
frame) the
lighting is high j
lighting. It is
footage from
game highlights.
The footage has
high upbeat
lighting as it
should in a fast
paced basketball
game.
(Speech frame)
is shot in natural
outdoor lighting.
Provides time

The scene is lit by 
stadium, lights.
The soccer game may 
be played outdoors 
and at night.
The lighting is bright 
and indicates time 
orientation.

orientation.



Color

I
Visualization

• Dim coloring in 
gym frame.

• Dark green and 
yellow banners 
are most likely 
school colors.

• Indoor 
basketball court 
(gym) possibly 
high school 
(gym frame).

• Wide shot of the 
setting including 
empty bleachers 
and shiny wood 
floors.

• Setting the story 
and theme 
through visual 
cues.

• Seems very 
“rags to riches” 
or “humble 
beginnings.”

• There are 
several banners 
hanging above 
the bleachers 
and a basketball 
hoop hanging 
above the 
bleachers (gym 
frame).

• Projection of the 
basketball 
player shows 
that he is 
wearing a green 
and white jersey 
(gym frame).

• The man is wearing 
both light and dark 
color clothing.

• The buildings 
around him are 
neutral in color.

• Red street lights 
can be seen and 
add color to the 
scene.

• The American flag 
is presented in front 
of the man 
representing the 
colors red, white 
and blue.

• The setting in the 
scene appears to be 
a city street comer.

• There is an 
unidentifiable sign 
in front and behind 
the man.

• Street lights and 
cars can be seen.

• The buildings 
around the man are 
not iconic buildings 
and are not 
identifiable.

• The placement of 
the man is center 
and the shot cuts 
off at his arms.

• There is a 
projection of an 
American flag on 
the side of a 
building in front of 
the man. The image 
moves.

• There are two 
viewpoints of the 
man. One is the 
back of his head 
and the other is the 
front of his head.

• The man is 
standing at a corner 
and the building in

• One team is 
wearing white 
jerseys with red 
stripes and the 
other team wears 
yellow and blue.

• The soccer field 
is green.
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The scene starts 
with a wide shot 
of a player in 
white kicking a 
ball from the 
corner of the 
field (kick 
frame).
The space on the 
screen is made 
up of players 
mostly on the 
lower right of the 
screen.
A PowerAde 
banner and flags 
from various 
countries can be 
seen in the shot 
(kick frame).
The lines on the 
field generate 
visual space in 
the frame (kick 
frame).
The player kicks 
the ball to 
another player in 
white who then 
kicks the ball 
into the goal 
(kick frame).
The frame is 
from an objective
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• When the player 

is shown in the 
white jersey, he 
is in a different 
setting all 
together
(basketball court 
frame).

• From the (gym 
frame to the 
large court 
frame) the shots 
maintain the 
same angles.

• Seamlessly 
intertwined, the 
frames maintain 
the theme and 
visual story.

• Different 
viewpoints 
portray a 
progression of 
the player.

• After the player 
dunks the ball in 
the new setting 
there is a cut to 
another frame 
(basketball court 
frame).

• Swift change of 
settings may 
indicate the 
progression of 
player's story.

• The next frame 
is of the player 
giving a speech 
on television to 
a community 
(speech frame).

• "Look up" 
signifies 
importance and 
power in a 
scene.

• The angle starts 
close and 
intimate (gym

front of him is also 
at a corner. This 
adds three- 
dimensional depth 
to the visual space 
of the scene.

• The cars moving in 
the background 
also add depth to 
the scene.

• The camera faces 
the man and he 
maintains the 
continuity of the 
pan.

• The man’s eyes 
stay locked on the 
camera during the 
pan.

viewpoint.
• Once the goal is 

scored, the 
players in white 
run together to 
celebrate (win 
frame).

• A crowed is now 
visible and other 
banners can be 
seen.

• The crowd adds 
depth to the 
frame and 
viewpoint (win 
frame).
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Motion (Pace, 
Rhythm & 
Time)

frame) and then 
changes to a 
side view 
(basketball court 
frame) 'looking 
up" (speech 
frame).

• These visual 
steps generate a 
story about a 
player starting 
small and 
making it big or 
doing something 
big “more than 
basketball. ”

• As the 
projection plays 
on the empty 
bleachers, 
viewers can see 
the player move 
off of the 
projected screen 
to another 
setting.

• Jump cuts.
• Motion shows 

the player in the 
(gym frame) 
getting ready to 
go out onto the 
court. Then the 
rhythm carries 
the players 
action to a faster 
pace.

• The transition 
from the gym 
projection to the 
large basketball 
court frame is 
done through 
cuts.

• Frame goes 
from pregame to 
the player 
dunking the ball 
in fast motion.

• Cuts to the

The motion in the 
scene is slow.
The man slowly 
turns around to face 
the camera.
The projection of 
the American flag 
waves slowly in the 
background and 
cars are driving 
slowly forward.
The shot contains 
only secondary 
motion. The 
camera pans 
around to the man 
who is turning 
slowly toward the 
camera.
Slow rhythm that 
matches the 
narration.
Character time is 
the focus. The 
scene solely 
focuses on the man 
turning toward the 
camera.
The man turning is 
how the scene 
moves forward and 
how the storyline 
continues.

The motion in 
the scene is fast 
paced.
The rhythm is 
seamless.
When the players 
run toward each 
other their 
movement is fast 
and full of 
energy and 
excitement. 
Secondary 
motion is used as 
the ball is kicked 
from player to 
player. Viewers 
can follow the 
ball movement 
motion.
The movement of 
the ball acts 
almost as a cut. 
The movement of 
the ball reveals 
that the players 
will score a goal 
(kick frame). 
Once the goal is 
scored the goal 
becomes a 
transition to the 
celebration (goal 
frame).
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player on • The camera pans
another court as the ball
playing crosses the field
(basketball court following it from
frame). Once player to goal
the player has (kick frame).
dunked the ball • This scene is
in the large more plot time.
basketball court 1 The focus is on
frame the frame 1 scoring the goal.
cuts to another.
The time is fast
and indicates a
passage of time,
perhaps years.
Tertiary motion-
fast cuts and
transitions.
Secondary
motion is used
to follow the
player to the
next frame |
(more cut than
truck).
Video • The projection of • The path of the
projection of a the American flag | ball acts as a
young on the building is motion vector.
basketball the only editing • The ball
player is that is noticed. movement
projected on • The projection is creates vector
empty ambiguous and it is lines in the scene.
bleachers. uncertain why it is • Editing of ball
The projection shown on the side movement and
from the gym of the building. use of vectors
frame looks like provide visual
a home movie cues for viewers.
or archived • Converging
footage. vectors are
Vectors guide | exhibited in the
the player on the scene as the
projection from players all run
a gym to toward each
another setting other
maintaining the emphasizing
same vector excitement (win
lines. frame).
Same direction • The way that the

and angle ball is passed
(maintains some between players
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continuity). maintains

• The vector line continuity in the
from gym frame shot (kick
to the large I frame).
basketball court • Once the goal is
show a made continuity
progression of is still
the story. maintained.
Viewers see that
the player is in a
different jersey
on a different
court. This
notion indicates
that the player
has possibly
progressed or
changed teams.

• The transition
from the large
basketball court
to the speech
frame is done
upon the
narration.

• Once the
narrator says
“be bigger than
basketball” we
see the player
on stage in a
community
giving a speech.

• Viewers know
this speech is on
television
because there is i
a lower thirds 
and location on 
top left corner.

• The lower thirds 
reads: "LeBron

promise school*.
Eye Contact No, James is always Yes. No, players only look at
with Camera looking different each other.

directions.
(Gaze)



Who is this 
Athlete?

Is the Nike 
symbol in the 
shot?

Are athletes 
portrayed as 
athletic?

(active)

What is the 
role of the 
viewer? 
(viewer 
perspective)

Data 5

LeBron James. 
Unidentified initially. 
James is identified by his 
first name in the frame 
where he is giving a 

| speech. James’s first 
name is on the lower 
thirds. However, fans of 
the NBA may recognize 
this player. This player is 
on multiple commercials 
and advertisements.

Not directly. However, 
in the speech frame the 

j “LeBron James Family 
Foundation” is pictured. 
The foundation is 
partnered with Nike.

• http://www.lebr 
onjamesfamilyf 
oundation.org/p 
age/partners

Yes. James is playing 
basketball and dressed in 
athletic clothing.

Viewer is watching 
LeBron play. Viewer is 
in the crowd.

Unidentified Colin 
Kaepemick.

No.

No.

Viewer is behind and in 
front of the man.

Scene 13:1:30-l :38 Scenel4:1:38-l :49

Megan Rapinoe. The 
soccer player is only 
identified by the name on 
her jersey. Other player's 
jerseys can be seen but 
their names are not 
readable.
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Unidentified players from 
U.S.W.N.T.

i
Yes, the symbol is on the 
player’s jerseys and there 
is also a Nike banner that | 
is visible.

Yes, all players are 
wearing soccer jerseys.

A team mate or spectator.

The viewer seems to be 
very close to the players 
almost on the field (win 
frame).

Scene 15:1:49-1:57

The scene begins with a The scene begins with an The scene is of a man
projection on an apartment aerial shot of a tennis walking in a city talking

http://www.lebr


building. Three kids on 
bikes can be seen looking at 
the projection. The 
projection is a close up of a 
man running. The frame 
then cuts to man playing 
football. The man then 
celebrates on the football 
field.

• This scene will be 
broken up into 
three frames: 
building frame, 
playing football 
frame and jumping 
frame.

• Building frame is a 
projection on a 
building of a man 
running. Three kids 
can be seen looking 
at the projection.

• Playing football is 
two cuts of the man 
playing football.

• Jumping frame is 
of thejnan jumping 
in celebration on 
the field.

Voice over: Kaepemick

• “I f  you have only 
one hand” is said 
as a projection of 
the man running is 
shown on a 
building.

• “Don’t just watch 
football” is said as 
the man tackles the 
another football 
player on the field.

level ” is said as the 
player jumps and

court. The tennis court has 
a projection of a young girl 
playing tennis. The shot 
cuts to a frame of a woman 
playing tennis. The scene 
then cuts to montage 
footage of the woman 
playing multiple games.
The scene finishes with the 
woman celebrating a 
victory.

• This scene will be 
divided into three 
frames: tennis 
projection frame, i 
montage of games 
frame, and victory | 
frame.

• Tennis projection I 
frame is a 
projection of a 
young girl playing 
tennis. The 
projection is 
shown on an 
empty tennis court 
in the middle of a 
city.

• Montage of games 
frame is cuts of 
different games 
that the woman 
has played.

• Victory frame is 1 
of the woman 
celebrating a win.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• "And i f  yo u ’re a 
girl from  
Compton ” is said 
as a projection of 
the young girl is 
shown on a tennis 
court.
“Don 7 just 
become a tennis 
player ” is said as

• “Play it ” is said as 
the player runs with 
the ball in his arm.

• “At the highest
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to the camera. The man 
smirks at camera and 
continues to walks off 
screen. The scene ends 
with large buildings in 
the background.

Voice Over: Kaepemick

• “So don’t ask i f  
your dreams 
are crazy” is 
said as the man 
is walking 
toward camera.

• “Ask i f  they ’re 
crazy enough ” 
is said as the 
man continues 
to walk and 
smirk.
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celebrates. the woman hits

tennis ball.
• “Become the

1

greatest athlete 
ever ” is said as a 
montage plays out 
on screen.

1 • “Yeah” is said as 
1 the woman makes 

a fist like she 
scored.

• “That's more like 
it ” is said as 
victory celebration 
is shown on 
screen.

Sound O’Halloran “We Move O’Halloran “We Move O’Halloran “We Move
Lightly” plays in Lightly” plays in Lightly” plays in
background. background. background.

• Faint sounds of people • Faint cheers, • Sound of
cheering. grunts from the footsteps.

woman and sound • The sound
of tennis ball quality of the
being hit. narration

• Faint sound of a changes.
phone dial.



Lighting

Color

88
• Scene opens up in • The scene begins in • Nighttime.

the dark. the dark. • The lighting is from
• The only lighting is • It is nighttime in a traffic lights and

the projection of city location. street lights.
the man running. • Street lights, a • The traffic lights are

• Lighting suggests supermarket and a gas red.
time orientation station lights are • No fall off on the
(building frame). visible. man’s face.

• Two building lights • The projection of the
are visible at the girl on the tennis court
top of the building is also bright lighting
(building frame). the scene (tennis

• The lighting is projection frame).
naturally bright. • Outdoor day time

• The light source is lighting (montage of
either sunlight or games & victory
stadium lights. lighting).

• Attached shadows
are visible from
player to grass
(playing football
frame).

• Light blue color * Green from tennis • Color of
from the projection. court. clothing is both

• Red and white • Pink is a common light and dark.
jerseys. color worn by the • Buildings are

• Green grass. woman. neutral in color.
• Blue from the • Traffic lights

location of where are red.
the matches are
being played.
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Visualization The setting of the • The scene starts

■..... ..........
• The scene starts

scene begins with a with a cityscape. with a close up
projection of a man • An aerial shot of a of a man
running. tennis court with a talking to the
The projection is projection of a girl camera.
shown on the side can be seen. . • The shot is only
of an apartment • The shot is wide of his head.
building. and showcases the • A city scene
It is nighttime and surrounding can be seen

there are three buildings, cars behind the man.
children on bikes and, streets. • The city
looking at the • The focus is of a becomes the
projection (building girl playing tennis frame as the
frame). (tennis projection man walks left,
The man projected scene). off screen.
is shown in a close • The frame then • The man is
up action shot. cuts to a montage 1̂ speaking to the
The visual space is of the woman camera and
centered on the playing multiple smirks when he
projection of the games (montage says “ask if
man running of games frame). your dreams are
(building frame). • All of the games crazy”.
The man is running are played on • The screen
screen left. The tennis courts and space is mostly
three children are there are a lot of made up of the
located on lower people in crowds man’s head, but
screen right (montage of buildings can
(building frame). games frames). also be seen.
The frame cuts into • The crowd builds • The buildings
the next frame. visual space in the generate space
which is of the (montage of and suggest
same man. games). where the story
The man is still • Depth is also built will lead to next
running screen left, i by the distance the or where it will
The shot is more woman is from the finish.
field to player. net and from the • The buildings
But the field only perceived distance add depth to the
shows two players she is from the scene.
including the man. crowd.
The man is now • The scene then
tackling another ends on a shot of
man during a the woman leaning
football game back and yelling at
(playing football the sky. The
frame). woman is holding
Once the man is a tennis racket
tackled to the (victory frame).
ground the frame • The shots are all
cuts to the next objective and the
frame. The next viewpoints
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frame is of the man 
now running with 
the ball down the 
field. The shot is a 
full body shot the 
man’s body fills the 
screen. People can 
be seen in the 
background 
cheering for the 
man. The people in 
the background are , 
out of focus and the | 
man is clearly the 
focus of the shot.
The man continues 
to run screen left 
(playing football 
frame).

• The scene ends on 
the man jumping in 
celebration 
(jumping frame).

• The shifting camera 
angle does not 
provide many 
different 
viewpoints but 
instead continues 
the same point of 
view.

• The same vector 
field is maintained 
in the visual field. 
The man continues 
to move screen left.

generate multiple 
different vector 
fields.

• The scene starts 
with a deductive 
shot from above 
the city and 
tightens up to the 
projection on the 
tennis court 
(tennis projection).

• Once the shot 
tightens on the 
projection the 
frame cuts to the 
next frame.



Motion (Pace, •
Rhythm &
Time) •

i
I
I

i

The motion starts 
off slowly.
The projection of 
the man looks fast 
because his face is 
moving in the 
projection (building 
frame).
The motion speeds 
up when the frame 
cuts into the man 
tackling the other 
man.
The frame becomes 
even faster as it 
cuts to the man 
running with the 
football (playing 
football frame).
This scene is more 
character focused. 
Time is used to 
watch the character 
in different 
scenarios. 
Secondary motion 
is used to allow the 
viewer to follow 
the character 
through the scene. 
The secondary 
motion reveals his 
victory as he jumps 
for joy (jumping 
frame).
Jump cuts are used 
to combine two 
football plays 
(playing football 
frame).

• The motion starts 
off slowly as the 
camera zooms into 
the projection on 
the court.

• Once zoomed 
enough, the girl in 
the projection hits 
a tennis ball 
(tennis projection 
frame).

• Once the ball is 
hit, the frame 
quickly cuts to the 
woman hitting 
another ball, the 
girl is now an 
adult woman.

• The frame then 
becomes a fast 
paced series of 
different hits and | 
different games 
(montage of 
games frame).

• The rhythm, pace , 
and speed is fast 
moving and 
progresses the 
story.

• The pace suggests 
that the girl in the 
projection grew up 
to be the woman 
playing tennis.

• Jump cuts are 
heavily used in 
this scene.

• Multiple games 
are shown through 
a series of fast 
jump cuts.

• Both secondary 
and tertiary 
motion are used as 
a transition and 
passage of time.

• The scene is 
focused on 
character time.

• Walking head 
shot toward 
camera.

• The pace is a 
walking pace, 
slow and 
steady.

• Primary 
motion.

iI
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Editing

I

Viewers can watch 
the girl grow to a 
woman and reach 
victory.

• Editing in the 
footage of the man 
playing football 
added clarity to the 
projection of him 
running (building 
& playing football 
frame).

• The projection of 
the man running is 
a technique that 
adds to the 
storyline (building 
frame).

• Editing together the 
different pieces of 
the man running to 
playing adds 
context to the scene 
and emphasis.

• Continuity is 
maintained through 
motion vectors that 
are screen left.

• Motion vectors add 
excitement and 
drama to the scene.

• Editing together 
multiple images of 
the woman 
playing tennis 
guides the 
audience through 
her story (montage 
of games frame).

• The projection of 
the girl on the 
tennis court is an 
editing technique 
that adds context 
to the story.

• Editing suggests 
that the woman 
started playing on 
a city tennis court 
and now plays on 
a professional 
court (tennis 
projection frame).

• Panning into the 
projection 
emphasized the 
strength of the 
girl.

• Her strength was 
shown over and 
over again through 
(the montage of 
games).

• Continuity is

No, at least not 
visible.



maintained 
through hitting the 
tennis ball.

• Hitting the tennis 
ball actually 
moves the story 
line along.

• Close medium 
shots of the 
woman 
celebrating 
intensify the 
drama in the scene 
and add emotion 
to the excitement 
of the tennis 
matches (victory 
frame).

• Hitting the tennis 
ball acted as a 
converging motion 
vector.

• The vectors in the 
scene maintained 
continuity and 
started off the 
story of the 
woman.

Eye Contact No. 
with Camera

No. Yes.

(Gaze)

Who is this Unidentified Shaquem
Athlete? Griffin.

Unidentified Serena 
Williams.

Unidentified Colin 
Kaepemick. It is 
revealed that 
Kaepemick is the 
narrator of the spot.

Is the Nike Yes, the Nike symbol is on Yes, the woman is wearing No.
symbol in the the player's jersey. Nike tennis uniforms.
shot?

Are athletes Yes. The athlete is also Yes. The athlete is also No.
portrayed as wearing football jersey. wearing athletic clothing,
athletic?



(active)
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W hat is the Objective. Watching the 
role of the player from television. Or 
viewer? as someone across the street 
(viewer (building frame), 
perspective)

Objective. Watching the 
player from above and then 
perhaps on television.

Camera.

1

Data 6

Scene 16:1:57-2:05

The city becomes the whole scene. Different athletes from the commercial 
are projected on buildings. A skater is shown walking up, as she is walking 
up the camera pans up and the view of the city is now from the perspective 
of a building.

Sound O’Halloran “We Move Lightly” plays in background.

Lighting • Night time.
• Lights from projections of athletes, cars, and street lights.

Color • A lot of athletes are wearing red. |

Visualization • City has depth.
• Screen space is made up of tall buildings with projections on them.
• The street is visible and provides depth in the shot.

Motion (Pace, Rhythm 
& Time)

• Motion pans up.
• Secondary motion pan and zoom out.
• Tertiary motion fade to “just do it”.
• Cuts to Nike symbol. Cut happens as zoom out becomes larger.

Editing • Words “its only crazy until you do it” are written in small white 
lettering screen left.

• Fades to “just do it” on the center of the screen.
• Cuts to Nike symbol on the center of the screen.
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Eye Contact with 
Camera

Yes, some.

(Gaze)

Who is this Athlete? Unidentified Zeina Nassar & Lacy Baker. 

Multiple unidentified athletes.

Is the Nike symbol in 
the shot?

Yes.

Are athletes portrayed 
as athletic?

No.

(active)

What is the role of the 
viewer? (viewer 
perspective)

Camera. Objective.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS



Analysis

This analysis is divided into six themes: aspirational athlete, young dreamer, 

overcoming adversity athlete, breaking gendered barriers, athlete activist. and 

ambiguous athlete. Each theme is used to categorically identify the athletes represented 

in each scene. Nike’s aspirational athlete can be described as athletes who may inspire 

consumers to play sports or become more involved in an active lifestyle. Nike’s young 

dreamer can be described as youth athletes who appeal to young aspirational consumers. 

Nike’s breaking gendered barriers athletes are women in sport shown in non-hegemonic 

gender bound roles. Nike’s athlete activist can be described as athletes who are portrayed 

as involved in social activism or community work. The ambiguous athlete is not shown 

engaged in sport or wearing athletic attire. Please refer to the table at the end of this 

section for a brief description of theme elements (see Table 1.).

All athletes were identified when possible, applied aesthetics were criticized and 

signs have been expanded on. Additionally, data was interpreted by using Nike's targeted 

audience as a lens. Identification of athletes, aesthetics and signs are assumed through 

carefully perceiving the millennial generation, Gen-Z generation, women, aspirational 

athletes, and young fashion forward trendsetters. When a particular scene did not cohere 

to a variable it was noted and scrutinized.

Considering that this analysis used target audience behaviors to comprehend 

athlete imagery, I defined both identification theory and parasocial relationships below. 

Identification theory suggests that a person perceives similarity and aspires to be like 

someone that influences them (Quigley, 1998). Identification theory has been used to
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understand how messages can be persuasive to an audience or consumer (1998). People 

may feel more persuaded if they identify or feel self-defined by another person or 

influencer. Identification theory may assist in explaining how a consumer may interpret 

featured athletes in Nike’s Dream Crazy advertisement. If an aspiring athlete sees a 

successful athlete in Nike’s Dream Crazy advertisement they may identify and feel 

influenced by imagery.

Parasocial relationships are one sided relationships developed by social attraction 

(Bennett et al, 2017). A person may feel emotionally involved with an influencer based 

on a projected well liked persona. Most parasocial relationships are cultivated by media. 

Parasocial relationships occur when one person is unaware of the person who feels the 

attraction. Celebrities, television characters and sports teams are some examples of 

parasocial relationships. For example, when a person becomes a fan of a media 

personality they may develop loyalty or a one-sided relationship with them. Parasocial 

relationships may even help viewers overcome obstacles in life by inspiring them. 

Additionally, a parasocial relationship may assist in shaping identity (2017). It is 

important to consider that consumers may have parasocial relationships with athletes 

featured in Nike’s Dream Crazy advertisement. Consumer parasocial relationships may 

influence how imagery of athletes is interpreted.
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Table 1.
99

Theme Scene/s Description & Elements

Aspirational
Athlete

1, 2 & 7 Nike’s aspirational athlete can be described as athletes that may 
inspire consumers to play sports or become more involved in an 
active lifestyle.

• Athletes are shown defeated.
• Athletes rise from failure.
• Active, realistic and inspirational.

Overarchins themes: “never give up”, “follow your dreams” “don’t 
stop, even if others think you should”, and equality.

Young
Dreamer

4,5 & 6 Nike’s young dreamer can be described as youth athletes that 
appeal to young aspirational consumers.

• Athletes are children.
• Athletes are engaged in activity.

Overarching themes: “follow your dreams”

Athletes
Overcoming
Adversity

5,9 &13 Nike’s athletes overcoming adversity can be described as athletes 
that inspire consumers that may be reluctant to engage in athletics 
because of adversity.

• Athletes have faced severe adversity.
• Athletes are engaged in sport.
• Athletes narratives are representative.

Overarching themes: “never give up”, “follow your dreams” “don’t 
stop, even if others think you should”, and equality.

Breaking
Gendered
Barriers

3,6,8
&14
(16)

Nike’s breaking gendered barriers athletes are women in sport 
shown in non-hegemonic gender bound roles.

• Athletes are all women in this specific advertisement.
• Athletes are engaged in sport.
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Overarchins themes: “never give up”, “follow vour dreams” “don't 
stop, even if others think you should”, and equality.

Athlete
Activist

10& 12 Nike’s athlete activist can be described as athletes that are 
portrayed involved in community work or known as social activists.

• Athletes are shown involved in community service.
• Athletes are known for being social activists.
• Athletes are engaged in sport.

Overarching themes: “never give up”, “don’t stop, even if others 
think you should”, and equality.

Ambiguous
Athlete

11 &15 The ambiguous athlete is not shown engaged in sport or wearing 
athletic attire.

• Athlete is not engaged in sport.
• Athlete is not wearing athletic clothing.
• Athlete is shown in urban setting.
• Athlete may appeal more to the trend setter consumer 

because not shown active.

Overarching themes: “never give up” and “don’t stop, even if 
others think you should”

Aspirational Athlete Theme -  Consumer: N ike’s already captivated audience

Nike’s aspirational athlete theme can be described as athletes that inspire 

consumers to play sports or to become more involved in an active lifestyle. Nike’s 

aspirational athletes share narratives that are relatable to consumers. Nike's aspirational 

athletes are shown failing and rising from failure. For example, consumers who are 

inspired by imagery of Nike’s aspirational athlete may be non-competitive runners or 

non-professional soccer players. These amateur athletes may identify with the visual



failure of the projected aspirational athlete. Additionally, imagery of aspirational 

athletes may encourage consumers to purchase Nike products to become successful in 

sport or fitness. According to Nike’s mission statement, “if you have a body, you are an 

athlete” (‘Nike’). The sportswear company’s mission statement adheres to the definition 

of aspirational athlete theme.

Scene 1

The Dream Crazy commercial spot begins with 23-year-old professional 

American skateboarder, Nyjah Huston. Huston is shown repeatedly failing to skate down 

a rail. Huston’s failure exemplifies Nike’s aspirational athlete narrative. The pro 

skateboarder has been skating since he was five. Huston is famously known as the first 

and only skater to successfully complete a backside 270 nose blunt-slide in Street League 

Skateboarding (Heller, 2018). Huston may also compete in the 2020 Olympic games. 

Despite Huston’s success as a professional skater, he is visually shown failing. Huston’s 

failed attempts may optically project the notion, “don’t give up.” In Huston’s scene 

voiced over narration by Kaepemick can be heard saying, “I f  people say your dreams are 

crazy.” Huston failing to skate down the rail followed by the narration, “I f  they laugh at 

what they think...” enforces continuous failure and the concept of not giving up. The 

visual jump cuts of the skater falling intensifies the idea that he may be crazy. Meaning, 

that some may give up on their dreams of skating after falling multiple times. This 

assumption that Huston may be a crazy dreamer is reinforced by Kaepernick’s narration. 

Additionally, the optic of falling may symbolize failure but may also act as a sign 

signifying ambition. The signified would be the Nike brand because Huston is shown
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wearing the branded clothing (Moriarty, 2005; Barthes, 1977). The act of not giving up 

despite failing can be associated with Nike because of the imagery of Huston.

In addition, the visualization of Huston falling and skating in a suburban 

neighborhood could be interpreted as a relatable and familiar narrative. Huston may 

visually represent an urban youth following his dreams of competing in the Olympics 

because of the suburban neighborhood setting. Observing Huston skate in a suburban 

setting using what he has around him to practice may represent Nike’s target 

demographic of aspirational millennial/Gen-Z athletes. The close up and profile shots of 

Huston assist in making him identifiable to consumers. Skateboarder audience members 

are most likely able to identify and recognize Huston. Additionally, consumers 

anticipating the 2020 Olympics may also recognize Nyjah Huston.

Scene 2

10-year-old wrestler, Isaiah Bird is young wrestler who was bom without legs. 

Bird is not only a wrestler but a multi-sport athlete (Heller, 2018). Bird’s segment begins 

with a pan up shot of him with his arms crossed and then cuts to the young wrestler 

preparing for a match. Kaepemick’s voiced over narration says, “I f  they laugh at what 

they think (you can do)." The narration may infer that some may not believe that Bird can 

compete. The denotation is Bird and the connotation is he is a crazy dreamer who can 

compete despite not having legs. The wrestling match begins with Bird and his opponent 

flipping each other. As the match progresses voiced over narration says “good”. The 

voice over o f ‘’good” establishes that Bird will prove those who don’t believe in him
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wrong.

Bird is later shown being pinned down and making his way back on top. The 

imagery of Bird making his way back up is similar to Huston's fall. Subtly, the message 

in this scene is if you fall get back up. Bird exemplifies not giving up on a crazy dream 

even if it seems physically impossible. Bird has even told ABC, "I just keep going on”,

"[I say:] ’I can do this. There’s no excuses. I can do this.’ And I just do it. And 1 keep 

practicing and practicing. If I, one day I get pinned.... I go back to practicing and 

practicing and I get better and better and better” (Heller, 2018). Bird’s failure and 

motivation to try again depicts him as an aspirational athlete.

Bird embodies a relatable narrative that Nike’s audience may be receptive to. The 

notion that you can achieve anything despite limitations is very much the mentality of the 

millennial and Gen-Z generations (Ordun, 2015). It should be mentioned that Bird’s 

narrative could also fit into Nike’s young dreamer and athletes overcoming adversity 

themes. However, elements used to describe Bird’s narrative most represent Nike's 

aspirational athlete. Moreover, Isiah Bird may be most recognizable for those who have 

watched ESPN’s No Excuses series in 2015. It can be suggested that those who watch 

ESPN may already be invested as a Nike consumer. Overall, showcasing an athlete that 

inspires and motivates further expresses Nike’s authenticity (Rishe. 2018).

Scene 7

Self-made multi-millionaire and former CEO of Street Execs, Charlie “Rocket” 

Jabaley is shown shirtless in a series of black and white photos (Jabaley, 2018). The



photos display weight loss through quick cuts. Barthes analytical layers of denotation and 

connotation can be applied to Jabaley's transformation photos. The montage of still 

photos produces imagery that is relatable to the everyday athlete (denotation). The 

connotation of Jabaley’s relatable imagery and actual transformation depict him as 

authentic athlete and self-starter. Symbols represented in this scene generate iconic 

imagery and inspirational authenticity for Nike’s audience.

The scene then progresses into the story of how Jabaley lost 120 pounds, beat a 

brain tumor and became an Ironman. Jabaley hit rock bottom, admitting his poor diet and 

inactiveness contributed to his childhood brain tumor to reoccur (Jabaley). Jabaley is 

depicted failing to actively diet and then shown successfully becoming healthy. Jabaley, 

unlike Huston is not a professional athlete but is an aspiring athlete himself. Therefore, 

Jabaley represents Nike’s aspirational athlete.

Jabaley retired from being a CEO to become a healthy athlete. In 2018, Jabaley 

created a viral video about how he always dreamed of becoming a “Nike athlete”

(Jabaley, 2018). Nike reached out to Jabaley after seeing his video and provided him with 

Nike gear (2018). Jabaley’s “dream" to become an athlete and his viral “Nike athlete” 

video may be a reason his scene was shot in black and white. In Jabaley’s viral video he 

repeats the word “dream" multiple times (Jabaley, 2018). Showcasing Jabaley in iconic 

black and white may reinforce the Nike's Dream Crazy theme.

It is significant to note that Jabaley's narrative is the only scene illustrated in 

black and white. Shooting in black and white can reinforce important concepts in
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advertisement ('Wieden + Kennedy', 2019; Zettl, 2017). Desaturation theory is often 

used in commercials in order to intensify theme (Zettl, 2017). Desaturation theory 

explains why black and white is used in commercials and suggests the impact of its use. 

Throughout the years, some Nike advertisements have been shot in black and white.

Many of these iconic black and white commercials were created by the Wieden + 

Kennedy company, which also created the Dream Crazy advertisement. The 

advertisement is part of Nike’s 30th anniversary of Just Do It. Thus, the black and white 

may be a nod to how far Nike and Wieden + Kennedy have come together. Lastly, it 

should be mentioned that Jabaley is shown wearing a Nike Equality shirt as he crosses 

the finish line. Equality is the name of Wieden + Kennedy’s 2017 black and white Nike 

commercial (‘Wieden + Kennedy’, 2019). Again, supporting the notion that the 

advertising agency and sportswear company are celebrating their creation of Just Do It.

Scenes one, two and seven most resembled the definition of Nike’s aspirational 

athlete theme. Visual semiotics played a significant role in enforcing the Nike brand and 

connecting the brand to ambition. The applied aesthetic of motion, specifically cuts, 

assisted in complimenting the meaning of Nike’s aspirational athlete. I found that 

denotation and connotation were meaningful in generating a deeper meaning of narrative 

in scene seven. Not all of the variables in my data set were applicable to the aspirational 

athlete theme. For example, lighting was not a compelling variable in any of the selected 

scenes. The lighting was only used for time orientation which was not symbolic. It is 

worth noting that the scenes selected to represent Nike’s aspirational athlete could also 

fall into other categorized themes. Scene seven and two could have been viewed as
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Nike's overcoming adversity athlete. However, I felt that both Huston, Bird and Jabaley's 

narratives most resembled described elements of Nike’s aspirational athlete. It should be 

mentioned that Nike’s aspirational athlete consumer audience may also be fans of 

Huston, Bird and Jabaley. Fandom is important to remark being that consumers may be 

aware that they will not become professional athletes; yet admire the narrative of the 

athletes depicted (Bennett et al, 2017; Quigley, 1998).

Young Dreamer Theme- Consumer: youth & young athletes

Nike’s young dreamer theme is seen in its many portrayals of young athletes. 

Visual depictions of youth athletes appeal most to young aspirational consumers. The 

young dreamer theme differs from Nike’s aspirational athlete theme because youth are 

one of the brands most targeted audiences (West, 2018). Nike’s young dreamer is 

diverse, authentic and believes they can accomplish anything (Ordun, 2015). Young 

dreamers aspire to be like their role models or those who are influencers. The youth 

athletes depicted in the Dream Crazy advertisement are shown emulating their sports 

idols. When identifying Nike’s young dreamer, I considered the possibility of parasocial 

relationships and identification (Bennett et al, 2017). Idolization of athletes may be a 

tactic used by Nike to target young consumers and present imagery of young dreamers.

Scene 4

World champion stand up paddler and surfer. Kai Lenny, 25 is shown surfing on a 

projected screen (Heller, 2018). Two young assumed surfers can be seen looking up at 

the projection of Lenny (see appendix C, scene 4). As the two young surfers gaze at
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Lenny, Kaepemick says "Because what non-believers fail to understand is calling a 

dream crazy is not an insult, i t ’s a compliment.” Kaepemick’s narration is a sign 

signifying that the youth should follow their dreams of surfing. The visualization in the 

scene shows the young surfers looking at a projection of Lenny, inferring that the young 

surfers may be dreaming of becoming athletes. The young and aspirational athlete 

consumer may view the sight of Lenny surfing as inspiring. Aspiring surfers may 

recognize Lenny as a SUP world champion surfer who has participated in both Jaws and 

the Mavericks surf competitions. It should also be noted that Lenny is sponsored by both 

Hurley and Nike (‘redbull.com’). Nike’s sponsorship with Lenny infers that the brand is 

enforcing recognition with their already captivated consumer. Additionally, through 

imagery of young dreamer athletes, Nike is developing a connection with young 

consumers.

Scene 5 (&4)

Kenyan Olympic gold medalist, Eliud Kipchoge is shown along with Juxtaposing 

imagery of an unknown young runner (young dreamer). Nike’s seamless juxtaposed 

imagery of an accomplished athlete alongside a young dreamer assists in targeting youth. 

It should be noted that the young boy who is running juxtaposed to Kipchoge was also 

featured momentarily in scene three (see appendix C). Subtly depicting the young runner 

in multiple scenes is another way in which Nike targets their new audience through visual 

images o f young dreamers. Kaepemick's narration is voiced over as the boy and 

Kipchoge run, "Don’t try to be the fastest runner in your school or the fastest in the
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world be the fastest ever. " The narration further infers to dream big. to Dream Crazy. 

More specifically, the juxtaposed visual aesthetics encourages to the youth to dream.

Scene 6

Young football players are shown in motion playing in an open field. As the 

young quarterback throws the ball, another player catches the ball with one hand. This is 

a reference to NFL player Odell Beckham Jr. (OBJ) who is known for making a one 

handed touchdown during his rookie season (Heller, 2018). Viewers do not see OBJ on 

screen but recognize the reference to the player through visual semiotics. Kaepemick 

narrates “Don’t picture yourself wearing OBJ’s jersey, picture OBJ wearing yours. ” The 

narration acts as a signifier that these young players can be just like pro football player 

OBJ. More specifically, the narration, '‘''picture OBJ wearing yours” is the signifier and 

the one handed catch by the young player is the signified or sign. Young athletes 

envisioning themselves as OBJ may also resemble both parasocial relationships and 

identification. Nike specifically targeted young consumers by aesthetically illustrating 

relatable young footballers playing like OBJ. Additionally, it can be suggested that many 

millennial and Gen-Z aspirational athletes know who OBJ is because of his iconic one 

handed catch that made sports headlines. Reference to the catch has also been made in 

popular hip hop lyrics by artist Drake (Rhiannon, 2016).

Considering that the Dream Crazy advertisement launched in 2019, Nike's young 

dreamer athletes belong to the Gen-Z generation. The Gen-Z generation are those aged 

23 and younger (Dimock, 2019). The Gen-Z population shares much of the same mindset
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as the millennial demographic. Gen-Z consumers like advertisements that project 

imagery that resembles themselves (West, 2018; Ordun. 2015). Visual imagery of young 

surfers and runners enforces Nike’s objective of marketing to Gen-Z consumers. In 

addition, repetitive brief imagery of young athletes displayed throughout the commercial 

spot may reinforce target marketing. Thoughtful editing and motion are used to depict 

imagery of young dreamer athletes specifically for the Gen-Z audience.

Scenes four, five, and six all represent Nike’s young dreamer theme. The young 

athletes depicted in the selected scenes are all displayed in natural outdoor lighting. The 

possible meaning behind projecting young athletes outside may represent relatable 

imagery. More likely youth are active in outdoor settings verses athletic gyms. More 

specifically, urban youth may be more likely to engage in activity outdoors. Thus, Nike is 

specifically targeting urban youth (West, 2018). Imagery used in scenes four, and five 

also act as subtle signs signifying that youth should follow their dreams. The semiotic 

signs are represented by narration. Moreover, the signified is that if a young dreamer is 

wearing Nike they can accomplish their dreams of becoming an athlete.

The visualization of all three of the selected scenes project narratives from 

beginning to end. Young dreamers are shown ‘dreaming’ about their idols engaging in 

sport and perhaps envisioning themselves as professional athletes. It can be suggested 

that dreaming of becoming an athlete is depicted in both scenes five and six through 

visualization. Editing and motion are predominating variables adding to the overall 

visualization of the themed scenes. Identification is also relevant in the depiction of 

young dreamers. Young athletes can easily identify with the visual narratives of each
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athlete. It is worth mentioning that Nike's young dreamer scenes may overlap with other 

themes. After much deliberation, 1 felt that the selected scenes most coincided with 

Nike’s young dreamers theme.

Athletes Overcoming Adversity Theme-  Consumer: aspiring athletes that have faced  

adversity

Nike’s athletes overcoming adversity theme can be described as portrayals of 

athletes who inspire consumers who may be reluctant to engage in athletics because of 

adversity. The imagery presented in the selected scenes exhibit athletes who are shown in 

angles that represent power such as “looking up” (Zettl, 2017). This theme captivates 

consumers who may have been underestimated or have overcome obstacles. Consumers 

who relate to this theme are likely to identify with their image and narrative. Nike’s 

athletes overcoming adversity narrative may be used to target millennial and Gen-Z 

consumers who want to purchase from companies that are authentic and share relatable 

stories (Rishe, 2018).

Scene 5

Briefly, viewers can see 29-year-old Megan Blunk dribbling two basketballs 

while in her wheelchair. Blunk became paralyzed from the waist down after a car 

accident in 2008. Blunk later became an Olympic gold medalist wheelchair basketball 

player, competing in the 2012 and 2016 Paralympics (Heller, 2018). It should be 

mentioned that the Paralympic games and Team USA are sponsored by Nike. The 

sponsorship along with the Jersey worn by Blunk in the campaign indulges Nike’s
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already loyal sportswear consumer.

Blunk resembles an authentic athlete who is relatable to a large audience. Blunk’s 

accident happened when she was nineteen. After the accident, she earned scholarships to 

play wheelchair basketball in college (Manley, 2016). Viewers may feel they can relate to 

Blunk because she used sports to overcome adversity. In college, Blunk majored in social 

work and psychology and currently dedicates herself to help those who suffer from 

mental health issues (2016). Blunk’s dedication to helping others overcome mental illness 

is humanizing; adding to the subtly of the Nike advertisement. Those who know about 

Blunk’s passion to help others may feel more inclined to support the Nike brand. 

Audience members may also associate Nike with mental health awareness.

Visually seeing Blunk play in a gym, looking directly at the audience caters to a 

younger audience. Thus, it should be stated that Blunk’s visual narrative could also 

represent Nike’s young dreamer theme. Showcasing Blunk playing basketball expresses 

equality in sport and diversity. Adding to Nike’s target market of millennial and Gen-Z 

consumers who want to invest in a brand that is diverse and shares an authentic story 

(Rishe, 2018). The millennial generation prefers a brand that exhibits their personality 

and image (Ordun, 2015). Blunk’s imagery and story is relatable. The optic of seeing 

Blunk being both a woman and disabled further taps into the millennial generations brand 

loyalty and Nike's targeted audience (West, 2018; Ordun, 2015).

Scene 9

Major league soccer player, Alphonso Davies was bom a refugee and became one



of the youngest MLS players (Heller, 2018). Davies is likely to be recognized by soccer 

enthusiasts. However, his unique story may also make him identifiable to a larger 

audience outside of athletics. Davies’ scene begins with imagery of youth playing soccer 

on a dirt field. The beginning imagery is then shown juxtaposed with Davies playing on a 

professional field. The visualization depicts a narrative that portrays his story from start 

to finish. Kaepemick’s narration states, “I f  you ’re born a refugee don’t let it stop you 

from playing soccer fo r  the national team at age 16. ” The narration along with the 

juxtaposed imagery depict an inspirational story that feels attainable (Zettl, 2017). The 

visual imagery not only resembles Nike’s athletes overcoming adversity but also, Nike’s 

aspirational athlete and young dreamer.

Davies’ life story portrays him as a unique and a relatable authentic athlete. The 

music in this scene stands out as being inspirational. It also sounds like Kaepemick is 

smiling through his narration which adds emotion to the scene. It is also noticeable that 

Davies does not make eye contact with the camera. The lack of eye contact generates a 

feeling that the audience is watching Davies’ story from beginning, middle and end. 

Visual semiotics was a significant variable in this scene in subtly showcasing imagery 

that caters to the target audience. The visuals involved in the narrative storytelling signify 

authenticity. Millennial and Gen-Z consumers want to purchase from a company that 

shares an authentic story and identifies with their image (Ordun, 2015).

Scene 13

NFL player Shaquem Griffin is shown running in projected imagery across a



building. Footage of Griffin is then juxtaposed creating a montage of the player 

aggressively tackling and celebrating. Griffin is the first one handed player to be drafted 

into the NFL (Heller, 2018). As the montage of Griffin plays, Kaepemick narrates, “I f  

you have only one hand don 7 just watch football play it at the highest level. ” The 

narration reiterates the commercial’s themes; “to never give up no matter what others 

may say” or to be a “crazy dreamer”. Featuring Griffin in this advertisement adds to the 

diversity of athletes. Imagery of Griffin presents another relatable role model for aspiring 

athletes. Nike’s target audience may recognize Griffin because he is professional athlete. 

Visual depiction of Griffin also generates possible identification with viewers. Nike’s 

imagery of Griffin represents an identity within society that is not always represented. 

The juxtaposed montage featuring Griffin is similar to other visuals within the 

advertisement.

Scenes five, nine, and thirteen represent Nike’s athletes overcoming adversity 

theme. Scenes five and thirteen visually feature athletes who are physically disabled. 

Showcasing athletes with physical disabilities may generate consumer identification and 

visually portray realistic representation. The illustration of athletes with disabilities also 

suggests inclusiveness. Scene thirteen uses multiple editing techniques such as projection 

and cuts to highlight the featured athlete's inspiring narrative. Visualization is also 

heavily utilized in scenes nine and thirteen as a way to progress the individual stories of 

the athletes (Zettl, 2017). Visual semiotics is also a significant variable in representing 

the athletes overcoming adversity theme. However, aesthetic elements like lighting and 

color did not play a major role in comprehending athlete narratives and consumer



audiences. The visual representation of overcoming despite the odds resembles a relatable 

narrative to a variety of consumers. I found that visualization was the most significant 

variable representing Nike’s athletes overcoming adversity theme.

Breaking Gendered Barriers Theme- Consumer: non status quo

Nike’s breaking gendered barriers theme can be described as portrayals of 

women in sport shown in non-hegemonic gender bound roles. However, breaking 

gendered barriers does not only describe athletes who identify as women. In this specific 

advertisement all of the athletes happen to be visually represented as women. It is 

possible that Nike decided to showcase female athletes in non-hegemonic roles because 

women are one of the brand’s most targeted consumers. The women shown in the Dream 

Crazy spot are diverse and portrayed as active athletes. Their athleticism is highlighted 

above implied gender. The female athletes that are included in the breaking gendered 

barriers theme all share stories of facing sex discrimination. Nike’s breaking gendered 

barriers athletes are also depicted in sports that are not traditionally female. Millennial, 

Gen-Z, and female consumers are more inclined to approve of the imagery of Nike’s 

breaking gendered barriers athletes (‘Wide Differences’, 2018; Ordun, 2015).

Scene 3.4 &16

Champion German featherweight boxer, Zeina Nassar was displayed in a total of 

three scenes in the Dream Crazy advertisement. Scene three momentarily presented Zeina 

Nassar. The boxer was shown again in two more scenes. Nassar’s scenes were not long 

and did not reveal her story. The frequent imagery of Nassar may insinuate that
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consumers watching should pay closer attention to her and investigate her narrative on 

their own. It is also possible that the repeated imagery of Nassar is another way Nike 

targets the female audience. The young boxer is showcased using close ups shots in a 

gym in two different scenes. A close up of Nassar was also presented through a projected 

image during the final scene of the commercial. Voiced over narration was not used in 

any of Nassar’s scenes; only imagery is shown. The absence of narration may infer that 

the audience should pay closer attention to the young boxer.

Nassar faced discrimination for being a Muslim female boxer (Heller, 2018). The 

boxing champion changed the rules of boxing; allowing her to wear her hijab while 

boxing. Nassar is now the global ambassador of Nike’s Pro Hijab campaign (2018). 

Illustrating Nassar three times in the commercial may propose Nike will be launching a 

new product with the boxer. It can also be said that the multiple shots of Nassar are used 

to target Nike’s consumer audience. Furthermore, the aesthetics present Nassar in athletic 

clothing and engaged in sport.

The depicted imagery of Nassar proposes that Nike is a progressive and diverse 

company. It is a significant finding that Nassar is shown briefly three times. The quick 

flashes of the boxer on screen may leave the audience wanting to know more. The 

multiple images also enforce Nike’s target audience; women (West. 2018). If the 

audience sees more images relatable to them they are more inclined to be loyal to the 

Nike brand (Rishe, 2018; Ordun, 2015). Imagery of Nassar being an intersectional 

woman may also generate fan identification.
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Scene 6

Alicia Woollcott can be seen smiling with a crown and flowers as Kaepemick 

narrates “Don’t settle for homecoming queen or linebacker, do both. ” The visualization 

in the scene renders Woollcott as a homecoming queen and then cuts to her being a 

varsity linebacker. Woollcott represents diversity and to some, she is a crazy dreamer.

The diverse imagery of Woollcott wearing both homecoming attire and a football 

uniform caters to millennial and Gen-Z consumers (Rishe, 2018). Displaying Woollcott 

in a nontraditional athletic role makes Nike appear progressive and for supportive of 

gender equality. The visual aesthetic of Woollcott may also appeal to diverse young 

women. Thus, sharing Woollcott’s story attracts aspirational athletes, youth, and women 

(target audience). Through editing and visualization, the scene featuring Woollcott 

provides significant representative imagery.

Scene 8 & 16

Lacy Baker, 26, was the first openly gay woman on Nike’s SB team (Heller,

2018). Baker is seen skating onto a larger projection of herself followed by a close up. 

Kaepemick’s voiced over narration, "Don’t believe you have to be like anybody to be 

somebody” can be heard as Baker skates. The narration may refer to adversity the skater 

may have faced being openly gay in a traditionally male predominate sport. The narration 

suggests to be “true to yourself’. Kaepemick’s narration is a signifier, the signified is the 

Nike brand, and the sign is Baker. The visualization in this scene focuses on Baker’s 

story from a very ambiguous point of view. There are not any visual indications of
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Baker's implied gender. In fact, the skater is shown wearing traditionally masculine 

clothing and a shaved head. The visual ambiguity and composed imagery of Baker 

appeals to a larger audience which resists from offending those opposed to LBGTQ+ 

people.

Baker represents a relatable narrative that may be identifiable with consumers. 

Depicting Baker in the advertisement, portrays that Nike is a progressive and diverse 

company. Baker is also shown in the final scene of the commercial which subtly 

references Nike is targeting women and diversity (West, 2018). Being shown in multiple 

scenes may also imply that consumers should pay close attention to Baker. The skater is 

shown toward the beginning and end of the commercial which may infer importance. 

Repetitive imagery is an overall significant finding in the Dream Crazy advertisement.

It can also be suggested that showcasing Baker may project the idea that Nike 

supports equality and the LBGTQ+ community. When a brand is associated with a cause 

it is viewed as more authentic and may gain consumer loyalty (Rishe, 2018). In addition, 

millennial and Gen-Z consumers are the most ethnically diverse and more accepting of 

individuality (Dimock, 2019). Bakers imagery in the Dream Crazy commercial not only 

targets millennial and Gen-Z viewers but also women. Nike’s already captivated 

audiences will likely recognize Baker as a Nike SB team member.

Scene 14

A projection of young Serena Williams is displayed on a dark tennis court in an 

urban setting. The scene then showcases a montage compilation of Williams aggressively



playing tennis ending with her screaming victoriously. Williams is the winner of 23 

women’s Grand Slam titles and is a Nike sponsored athlete. During this scene Kaepemick 

narrates, "and i f  you ’re a girl from Compton don’t just become a tennis player become 

the greatest athlete ever. ” As the narration refers to Compton, a visualization of young 

Williams is projected on a dark tennis court in an urban setting. The imagery of the tennis 

court in an urban setting may refer to playing on a city court in Compton. The 

visualization of young William’s playing on a city court may resemble a relatable 

narrative. Meaning, consumers watching, may feel that one day they too can play 

professionally. Including the city of Compton in the narration may be a way that Nike 

targets young urban consumers.

It should be noted that the time orientation in this particular scene is significant. 

Lighting in Williams’ scene is significant in portraying her story. Beginning with 

showcasing a projection of young Williams at night may draw more attention to her. 

Nighttime lighting may also insinuate that Williams practiced day and night to "become 

the greatest athlete ever. ” It is also possible lighting is used to progress the narrative 

along.

The voiced over narration coheres to the overall conceptual theme of the 

commercial. More specifically, Williams’ visual narrative portrays “believe in yourself’, 

and be a “crazy dreamer.” Kaepemick’s narration along with visualization of Williams 

suggests that “despite barriers you can succeed.” By exhibiting Williams active in sport, 

Nike meets the needs of their targeted audience; women. Moreover, aesthetically 

displaying Williams as a strong woman active in sport provides a realistic representation
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of women in athletics. Williams is one of the most recognizable tennis players of all time 

and appealing to not only women but to all aspirational athletes.

Through applied visual aesthetics the stories of the selected athletes are relatable, 

inspirational, and representative of many female athletes. It should be mentioned that not 

all women shown in the Dream Crazy advertisement were categorized into the breaking 

gendered barriers theme. Only women who were shown in non-conformative, active 

athletic roles were categorized into the breaking gendered barriers theme. It should also 

be stated that images of female athletes were displayed multiple times throughout the 

Dream Crazy advertisement. The repetitive subliminal imagery of women throughout the 

advertisement may infer how Nike subtly invokes their female target audience. In 

addition, identification theory was possibly used to persuade aspiring female athletes.

Scenes three, six, eight and fourteen all showcase Nike’s breaking gendered 

barriers athletes. Lighting and color were significant variables in highlighting the 

breaking gendered barriers theme. Editing and visualization were both elements that 

highly impacted the overall aesthetics of the Dream Crazy commercial spot. Thoughtful 

editing techniques were used to specifically focus on the strength and power of Serena 

Williams in scene fourteen. Editing along with visual story telling enhanced both Lacy 

Baker and Alicia Woollcott's narratives. Specifically, the visualization of both Baker and 

Woollcott’s scenes served as a tool to share their unique stories and to illustrate diversity.

The women who I included in Nike’s breaking gendered barriers theme may also 

fit into the aspirational athletes or athlete activists themes. I chose to confine these
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athletes into the breaking gendered barriers theme because their visual depictions shared 

a commonality. Specifically, all of the women in the breaking gendered barriers theme 

were portrayed by progressive imagery. It should also be stated that the selected athletes 

in the breaking gendered barriers theme may have a large fan base. It is important to 

consider athlete’s fans when analyzing consumer audiences. Parasocial relationships 

were also considered, specifically referring to the popularity and following of Serena 

Williams.

Athlete Activist

Nike’s athlete activist theme can be described as portrayals of athletes who are 

represented as more than just sports players. Meaning, athlete activists are athletes who 

give back to their communities or use their status to generate conversations about societal 

issues. However, Nike’s athlete activists are portrayed more subtly than athletic activists 

like Muhammad Ali. Nike hints at the possibility that a featured athlete is an activist, 

leaving consumers to do their own research. More specifically, Nike projects the athlete 

activist narrative safely and in way that appeals to a broad audience. After much 

consideration, I felt that athlete activist was a major theme of the Dream Crazy 

advertisement and overall campaign. Although ambiguous, I found distinct elements that 

identify Nike's athlete activist theme. Athletes were either shown involved in community 

service or are known as social activists. It is worth mentioning that narratives selected as 

athlete activist may also overlap with other themes.

Scene 10
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Scene ten begins with edited footage of young LeBron James projected onto 

empty gym bleachers. Additional basketball highlights were used to aesthetically 

showcase the three time NBA champion (Heller. 2018). 1 found that thoughtful editing 

was the most valuable variable used to delineate James's narrative. For example, the 

rendered visualization in the scene illustrates James's growth through basketball in a 

compilation of footage. James is shown wearing multiple jerseys and playing in different 

settings. The imagery used in the scene montage demonstrates a progression in the 

basketball player’s age and career. The visualization along with editing progresses the 

story and aids in sharing how James became the "best basketball player on the planet” 

(Zettl, 2017). In addition, the montage of James’s growth visually exhibits the impression 

that; “if you work hard you can be the best athlete” (Zettl, 2017). Visual semiotics 

attached to Kaepemick’s narration advances the idea of working hard for a dream. The 

voice over narration declares, “Don 7 become the best basketball player on the planet. ” It 

can be said that James is one of the best basketball players of all time (Heller, 2018).

Kaepemick then narrates, “be bigger than basketball. ” The narration is illustrated 

through footage of James giving a speech at a community event. “Being bigger” may 

suggest being more than just an athlete. The visualization of James as both an athlete and 

community activist projects that athletes can be more than players. Moreover, James’s 

depiction as a community activist exemplifies the idea that sports and politics do overlap. 

The narration “being bigger than basketball” embodies the definition of Nike’s athlete 

activist. More specifically, James is shown “giving back to his community.” Upon closer 

examination, a lower third on the screen reads: “LeBron opens his 'I promise school’.”
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Displaying James as both a basketball player and a community activist caters to Nike’s 

target audience preferences. The applied visual aesthetics are used to leverage Nike’s 

reach to a broader consumer audience.

Furthermore, it could also be implied that the imagery of James at the foundation 

event serves to align Nike with his initiatives. James possesses his own clothing line 

which appeals to his fans and athletes. It should be stated that the popularity of James as a 

basketball player may influence the likeness of the Dream Crazy advertisement. James is 

sponsored by Nike and is featured in many of the sportswear company’s commercials 

(‘Nike’). Fanparasocial relationships could add to Nike’s brand loyalty.

Scene 12

Players from the U.S. Women’s National Soccer team are shown playing and 

celebrating victoriously. As the scene plays, Kaepemick’s narrates, “When they talk 

about the greatest team in the history o f the sport, make sure i t ’s your team.” Visual 

aesthetics in the scene hint that the team has won a match, complementing the narration.

A large crowd can be seen in the background as the national team celebrates. The 

aesthetics in the scene illustrate passion between players and exemplify hard earned 

victory. I found that visualization was the most significant variable used to progress the 

narrative of the team. Quick edits of the match were compiled to reveal the team’s 

victory. Color and lighting were not found to be significant in analyzing the elements of 

this scene.

I found it compelling that midfielder/winger, Megan Rapinoe was easily
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identifiable in the scene. Rapinoe was made detectable by her name on the back of her 

jersey. Out of all the players on the U.S.W.N.T. to Rapinoe was made clearly noticeable. 

This subtly is significant because Rapinoe was the first white professional athlete to show 

solidarity with Kaepemick by kneeling in protest during the national anthem (Lewis,

2018). Therefore, Rapinoe’s imagery along with Kaepemick’s was tacitly intertwined 

within the Dream Crazy spot. The U.S.W.N.T. scene was shown directly after 

Kaepemick’s reveal scene, showcasing Rapinoe who received criticism for supporting 

Kaepemick adds to how Nike is targeting their consumer audience. Brand activism is 

clearly portrayed through visual semiotics. Utilizing Rapinoe is a sign signifying social 

justice by the signified Nike brand.

Nike subtly targets progressive young consumers and women by highlighting 

Rapinoe. The visual imagery of Rapinoe serves as a sign for the target audience of young 

diverse dreamers (Dimock, 2019). The U.S.W.N.T. and Rapinoe are recognizable by 

aspirational athletes and those who watch the Olympics. It should also be noted that the 

U.S.W.N.T. filed a complaint regarding equal pay by the U.S. Soccer Federation in 2016 

(Heller, 2018). The team reached a new deal in 2017 concerning equal pay and 

conditions. Nike’s visual depiction of the U.S.W.N.T. may also assume alliance with the 

fight for gender equality. Within the short soccer clip Nike made their brand appear 

authentic to their targeted audience.

Scenes ten and twelve highlight Nike’s athlete activist theme. Visual imagery 

contributed to the depiction of Nike’s athlete activist theme. However. I found that the 

most significant variables in the selected scenes were narration and semiotics. The
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narration, "be bigger than basketball ” along with complimentary imagery in scene ten 

enforces the theme of athlete activists. The narration “ When they talk about the greatest 

team in the history o f  the sport, make sure i t ’s your team” may also insinuate activism. 

The phrase, “the greatest” can have multiple connotations. What makes a team great 

often goes beyond winning championships. I suggest that the narration in the selected 

scenes may act as signs, signifying a deeper understanding of what it is to be the best in a 

sport. Overall, editing and visualization were also relevant variables used to progress and 

portray narratives.

It is imperative to acknowledge that between the selected athlete activist scenes, 

scene eleven visually reveals narrator, Kaepemick. It is significant to mention that 

Kaepemick is displayed in between the two scenes that showcase Nike’s athlete activist.

It is also significant to note that the scenes including Kaepemick are shown in order 

lasting a total combined length of 20 seconds. All of the featured athletes in scenes ten 

through twelve exemplify elements of Nike’s athlete activist theme. After much 

contemplation I decided not to include the reveal of Kaepemick into the athlete activist 

theme. For the sake of examining the Nike Dream Crazy advertisement as a case study 

which focuses on the specific use of Kaepemick’s image; I created an additional theme to 

discuss his role. However, imagery of Kaepemick shown in between the selected athlete 

activists is consequential in that it subtly references his role as an activist.

Ambiguous Athlete Theme -  Trend setter

Nike’s ambiguous athlete theme will solely focus on Colin Kaepemick despite the
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fact that all athletes in the Dream Crazy commercial spot are unidentified. It is possible 

that Nike projects athletes ambiguously so that consumers become more invested in the 

brand. It may be inferred that Nike's largest consumer audience (millennials) already 

know who the featured athletes are. Or, that the millennial consumer is more likely to 

research any unknown athlete to keep up with “trendy” Nike. Ambiguity may be Nike’s 

way of suggesting, “if you are a trend setter you should know who this athlete is.” It is 

also viable that the ambiguity of athletes is simply an aesthetic choice. This implies, that 

a lower third that names the athlete may distract from the visual aesthetic of the 

advertisement. Although the athletes are ambiguous, clothing choices and engagement in 

sport are used to identify the featured sports players. All athletes are clearly identifiable 

by athletic clothing or sport except, Kaepemick.

Kaepemick is the only truly ambiguous athlete featured in the Dream Crazy 

advertisement. The former Super Bowl quarterback is shown wearing non-athletic 

clothing and not engaged in sport. It is significant to mention that Kaepemick is the 

narrator of the advertisement and is visually featured twice. It is possible that Kaepemick 

is shown as un-athletic because he has not played in the NFL since 2016 (Costas, 2017). 

For the sake of a thorough analysis it should be stated that Kaepemick had not been 

featured in a commercial advertisement in over five years. Kaepemick was last featured 

in both a Beats by Dre (2014) and Madden NFL (2013) commercial when he was an 

active NFL quarterback.

After deconstructing scenes featuring the ambiguous athlete theme, I found that 

visualization was one of the most important elements. Specifically, visualization was
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used as visual semiotics. 1 found both time orientation and lighting compelling elements 

in the ambiguous athlete theme. Clothing, narration, and imagery were also significant 

elements within in the theme.

Scene 11 & 15

Former San Francisco quarterback, Kaepemick is first revealed at night in an 

urban city setting. A large projection of an American flag can be seen on the side of a 

building. Kaepemick is shown looking at the flag before turning around. The 

visualization of pairing Kaepemick with the American flag is a subtle sign. Kaepemick 

(sign) is a polarizing figure known for both his social justice initiatives and the NFL 

Anthem Protests. The American flag projection signifies Kaepemick kneeling during the 

national anthem {signified). The American flag demonstrates Kaepemick's activism 

which is the signified. The mentioned visual semiotics relay an ambiguous and almost 

mutual message. Combining the American flag with Kaepemick safely suggests that Nike 

is both a proud American company and may delicately support Kaepemick. It can also be 

proposed that the patriotic imagery of Kaepemick draws positive sentiment to his image.

Kaepemick is shown in a total of two scenes. The former quarterback is visually 

shown for a combined total of sixteen seconds. Both scenes take place at night and in an 

urban city setting. I suggest, that time orientation may be used to draw attention to 

specific lighting. Red stop lights glow brightly behind Kaepemick in both scenes. After 

carefully comprehending the messages of the Dream Crazy commercial, the red lights 

could construe multiple interpretations. The red lights could possibly reference major
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overtone themes of the commercial like: "never give up" and “to follow your dreams 

despite what others think." The red light may also symbolize not to stop even though 

others believe you should. The red color may represent to pay attention, alert, and to warn 

of something or someone (Zettl, 2017). Through red stop lights, Nike may be hinting that 

their target audience should pay attention to the former quarterback. More specifically, 

the sportswear company may want their consumers to notice Kaepemick because they 

will be launching and selling his apparel (‘Nike’). The red stop light could also indicate 

that Nike’s audience should be mindful toward Kaepemick's social justice initiatives 

(brand activism). It is also very plausible that the red stop light is meant to subtly suggest 

Kaepemick should be stopped. The ambiguity of the entire commercial spot leaves signs 

like the red stop light up for personal interpretation.

Kaepemick is visually showcased wearing a black turtle neck shirt and a tan coat. 

Nike may be using Kaepemick’s image as a way to target their “trend setting” 

consumers. Illustrating the former quarterback in un-athletic clothing may suggest the 

brand is targeting fashion forward/trend setting consumers. I considered that clothing 

may also contribute to parasocial relationships and audience identification. Kaepemick 

is not only known as a former NFL player but is notably recognized as a social activist 

icon, commencing what can be defined as the NFL Anthem Protests (Blackburn, 2018). It 

can be suggested that Nike is using Kaepemick's imagery for brand activism. As 

formerly mentioned in this paper, brand activism is a marketing trend used to sell 

products to consumers who seek authentic brands (Rishe, 2018). If done correctly, brand 

activism can generate awareness about societal issues. However, brand activism also
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risks appropriating social movements and mainstreaming implications (Kotler & Sarkar, 

2017). Brand activism most appeals to progressive consumers from the millennial and 

Gen-Z generations (2017). Meaning, that activism can be considered a “trend” in terms of 

marketing. This is not to say that activism itself is a trend but that the millennial and Gen- 

Z generations are known to voice their opinions about societal issues (Ordun, 2015;

West, 2018). As stated earlier in this analysis, millennial and Gen-Z consumers are the 

most diverse generation. These young consumers are more inclined to purchase from 

brands that stand for a cause. Using Kaepemick as one of the faces of the campaign may 

infer that Nike supports the former quarterback’s social justice initiatives. Moreover, by 

not displaying Kaepemick in athletic clothing Nike may be able to reach out to an 

untapped consumer audience. Kaepemick’s clothing may also visually indicate that he is 

no longer an athlete.

Kaepemick’s narration throughout the entire Dream Crazy commercial spot allots 

heartening stories of athletes. The tone of Kaepemick’s voice paired with music from 

O’Halloran’s We Move Lightly further enforces the feeling of inspiration in the 

advertisement. It is significant to note that scenes visually featuring Kaepemick project a 

different feeling. For example, after Kaepemick narrates “be bigger than basketball” 

(Scene 10) the shot switches to the back of the former quarterback’s head. Kaepemick is 

then shown turning around and facing the camera with a voice over saying, “believe in 

something, even i f  it means sacrificing everything. ” This scene of narration is possibly 

the most interesting component of the commercial spot. Showcasing Kaepemick at night 

facing the camera along with the mentioned narration may signify multiple connotations.
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The narrated quote could possibly refer to the overarching theme of “never give up” or to 

be a crazy dreamer. However, the narration attached to imagery of Kaepemick may also 

subtly refer to his social justice initiatives, NFL Anthem Protests, and that he is not 

playing in the NFL as of 2019.

The phrase “believe in something, even i f  it means sacrificing everything” was 

also used on Nike’s Dream Crazy billboard (See appendix B). The close up black and 

white shot of Kaepemick’s face on the Nike billboard may exemplify desaturation theory 

(Zettl, 2017). Desaturation theory is often used to intensify a scene or add aesthetic 

drama to a narrative (2017). Nike’s Dream Crazy commercial and billboard were created 

by the Wieden + Kennedy advertising agency. The independent global company helped 

create the Just Do It slogan. Wieden + Kennedy has also made multiple black and white 

advertisements for Nike over the years (‘Wieden + Kennedy’, 2019). It is possible that 

because the Dream Crazy campaign is part of Nike’s 30thanniversary o f Just Do It, 

choosing a black and white billboard was a celebrated collaboration of the two 

companies.

However, in both the billboard and the commercial spot it is not clear why the 

quote "believe in something, even i f  it means sacrificing everything” is associated with 

Kaepemick's image. Whereas, in all other scenes the narration complimented what was 

being projected visually. Applied aesthetics do not directly indicate Kaepernick’s 

“sacrifice. ” "Sacrifice” is implied and perceived by the audience. It can be further
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implied that Kaepemick"s un-athletic clothing demonstrates his "sacrifice. ” Furthermore, 

the word "It” was also not defined in scene eleven. Yet the word “I t” is used in the 

visual depiction of Kaepemick. The phrase, "Believe in something, even i f  it means 

sacrificing everything” is just as ambiguous as Kaepemick’s imagery and role in the 

advertisement. The quote may infer a deeper meaning and may be specific to the role of 

Kaepemick in Dream Crazy campaign. It is possible that the quote alongside imagery of 

Kaepemick is attempted brand activism. Specifically, Nike may be gingerly aligning the 

brand with Kaepemick’s social justice initiatives.

In scene fifteen, Kaepemick is shown walking and looking directly at the camera 

(see appendix C). Kaepemick is still wearing the same clothing as the previous scene and 

is shown in the same urban setting. However, instead of voiced over narration,

Kaepemick is now speaking. The narration is interesting in this scene because it is 

revealed that Kaepemick is the narrator. Although Kaepemick was first exhibited in 

scene eleven, it was not made completely clear that he was the narrator. Revealing 

Kaepemick as the narrator at the end of the advertisement may assist in developing 

positive sentiment of his image to viewers. As mentioned in this paper, Kaepemick is to 

many, a polarizing athlete. Not all viewers agreed with how Kaepemick protested during 

the national anthem. Kaepemick’s narration shared many inspiring stories of featured 

athletes. The inspirational narration along with positive imagery may have humanized 

Kaepemick’s appearance to viewers that oppose him.

In addition, I found the narration, "So don 7 ask i f  your dreams are crazy, ask i f  

they’re crazy enough ’’ interesting. The quote itself is complimentary to the Dream Crazy
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commercial theme. The phrase also ties together the audience who are assumed crazy 

dreamers, youth, women, millennial, and Gen-Z demographics. However, 1 find it 

significant that "So don’t ask i f  your dreams are crazy, ask i f  they ’re crazy enough ” was 

visually said by Kaepemick. The phrase attached to Kaepemick almost infers that he is a 

crazy dreamer. The possibility of Kaepemick being a crazy dreamer is significant 

considering his role as an activist. Dreaming of social equality is not likely a crazy 

dream. The phrase generates further ambiguity connected with the un-athletic projection 

of Kaepemick. Additionally, Kaepemick is shown walking slowly off screen which may 

signify that he is leaving to follow his “crazy dreams.” I suggest that because Kaepemick 

is a social activist, the mentioned narration is not suitable. However, the crazy dreamer 

phrase is more complimentary to other featured athletes in the commercial.

Aesthetic elements such editing may suggest Nike is attempting to portray 

Kaepemick safely and purposefully ambiguous. I identified that visualization, visual 

semiotics, and lighting were the most prominent elements within the ambiguous athlete 

theme. I also found that Kaepemick’s clothing may infer brand activism. Additionally, I 

suggest that Kaepemick’s role as an inspiring narrator may be significant in contributing 

to brand activism and positive sentiment. The narration itself in the ambiguous athlete 

section may be the most compelling element of the theme.

Ending Montage

1 did not include the ending montage as a category theme of the Dream Crazy 

commercial. I considered the ending montage as simply the end of the commercial. The



ending montage is the final scene of the Dream Crazy advertisement and features 

projections of several athletes on large buildings. The montage scene takes place at night 

in an urban city setting. Only the projections and street lights are visible. The city setting 

may be a way Nike targets young trend setting urban youth. Having the scene be set at 

night also draws attention to the projections on the buildings. Clips of Zeina Nassar and 

Lacy Baker are shown projected on the dark buildings. By exhibiting repeated imagery of 

Nassar and Baker, Nike subtly targets female consumers. Duplicated imagery of young 

athletes are also projected onto buildings. The imagery of young athletes alongside 

projected footage of female athletes reinforces Nike’s new consumer objective.

In addition, the phrase “I t ’s only crazy until you do it ” is written in white font.

The phrase is made more visible because of the night time setting. “I t ’s only crazy until 

you do it ” reinforces all inspirational themes and the crazy dreamer. The word crazy is 

used multiple times throughout the campaign. Crazy is a sign that may refer to feeling 

inspired or accomplishing the impossible. The phrase, “It's only crazy until you do it’ 

further signifies the Nike brand. To explain, crazy is the inspiration and do it is Nike. Do 

it is the slogan of Nike and is used tactfully to conclude the Dream Crazy advertisement. 

Together, the imagery of athletes, crazy and do it reinforce the brand name.

Another interpretation could be that imagery of athletes are the signifiers "It’s 

only crazy until you do it ” is the signified. I suggest that this scene of the Dream Crazy 

commercial signifies that Nike products inspire greatness. I came to this conclusion after 

deconstructing each scene of the commercial. Each narrative in the Dream Crazy 

advertisement tells an inspiring story. The montage of imagery and the phrase "It's only
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crazy until you do it ” only reinforce the inspiration associated with the Nike brand. The 

last images consumers see are women, youth, and Just Do It. After showing the 

projections of athletes and the subtle Just Do It phrase, the Nike swoosh symbol is shown 

in the middle of the screen. Essentially, consumers can easily piece together the visual 

signs. Diverse inspiring athletes, Just Do It, and the Nike swoosh are combined to inform 

consumers that the Nike brand is inspiring. Ultimately, it could be said that Nike is not 

only inspirational but that the brand believes consumers should follow their crazy 

dreams. The subtle signs make the sportswear brand appear progressive, inclusive and 

authentic to consumers.
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Discussion

After analytically deconstructing Nike’s Dream Crazy advertisement, 1 found that 

athletes presented in each theme all belong to the millennial or Gen-Z generations. It is 

significant to note that all athletes belong to the specific audience Nike is targeting. The 

projection of millennial and Gen-Z athletes resembles identification theory. Consumers 

may identify with the featured athletes which could influence them to purchase Nike 

products or become loyal to the Nike brand (Quigley, 1998). In addition, all featured 

athletes were diverse, resembling a multitude of relatable narratives further embodying 

consumer identification. The popularity and fame of some of the featured athletes may 

also induce consumer parasocial relationships (Bennett et al, 2017).

After a close analysis of each scene, theme, and athlete, the Dream Crazy 

advertisement appears inspirational. Through applied aesthetics like, visualization, 

angles, lighting and editing, Nike showcased various inspirational and underrepresented 

athletes. Point of view shots and projection were effectively used to visually express 

multiple athlete’s narratives. Nike portrayed female athletes by depicting them unbound 

by gender. Specifically, many female athletes were shown engaged in sports that are not 

traditionally dominated by women. I also found imagery of young athletes present 

throughout the commercial advertisement. Repetitive subliminal imagery of both women 

and youth not only targets an audience but induces identification.

Nike visually exhibited narratives that are often underrepresented in not only in 

athletics but in visual media. For example, Nike illustrated imagery of multiple athletes 

with physical disabilities. The representation of athletes with disabilities is significant.
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Nike showcases athletes with disabilities playing sports at the highest level. The featured 

athletes with disabilities are shown overcoming obstacles. Nike’s presentation of athletes 

with disabilities may inspire viewers who may not see themselves engaged in sport 

because of severe adversity.

Featuring Kaepemick as narrator of the Dream Crazy campaign may have 

assisted in positive sentiment toward him (Linnane, 2018). Nike’s depiction of 

Kaepemick in the Dream Crazy advertisement ambiguous. Presenting Kaepemick 

ambiguously may appeal to a larger audience and resist from offending those opposed to 

how he protested during the national anthem. Additionally, portraying Kaepemick in 

non-athletic clothing may have made him more identifiable. Kaepemick’s non athletic 

clothing may have assisted in projecting him as a social justice activist. If Nike included 

imagery of Kaepemick engaged in protest or footage of him playing football audiences 

may have deferred from watching the commercial. Attaching the phrase “Believe in 

something. Even i f  it means sacrificing everything ” to Kaepemick may have been 

beneficial. Although flawed, the phrase may have assisted in reigniting attention to 

Kaepemick’s advocacy. The narrated phrase is possibly Nike’s attempt to shed light on 

Kaepemick’s social justice narrative. Kaepemick’s sacrifice may be that he is not 

currently signed to a team and that he has “sacrificed” his football career to protest social 

inequity.

Although inspirational, the Dream Crazy advertisement is also clear co-option. 

Much like all the athletes featured in the advertisement, Nike is using Kaepemick’s 

image to sell products. Using Kaepemick's image to sell apparel may be problematic. To
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explain. Kaepemick formally played in the NFL, but is now most associated with social 

justice activism and the NFL Anthem Protests. Capitalizing off of social justice activism 

may mitigate or mainstream his advocacy. It is crucial to consider that people have died 

or have been imprisoned for protesting. Therefore, the Dream Crazy advertisement risks 

appropriating social justice advocacy for profit. Consumers may purchase products from 

Nike solely because of Kaepemick’s imagery. Aligning Kaepernick’s imagery with Nike 

products could result in consumer slacktivism. Meaning, consumers may show support 

for Kaepemick and social justice by purchasing Nike apparel. However, slacktivism is 

problematic because consumers are not truly engaged or devoted to making a change 

(Muslic, 2017). All of elements mentioned refer to why Nike may have chosen 

Kaepemick as the narrator of the Dream Crazy commercial.
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Conclusions and Implications

In conclusion, through close analysis, I found the Dream Crazy advertisement 

polysemic in nature. Dependent on the consumer audience, different messages could be 

interpreted. Scenes and narratives generate different meanings for consumers. The Dream 

Crazy campaign can inspire those who do not see themselves engaged in sport. The 

advertisement exhibits consumer identification through the projection of diverse 

intersectional narratives. Fans of featured athletes may engage in parasocial relationships 

with the portrayed narratives. Implying, that the visual representation of athletes can 

positively affect consumers. On the contrary, consumers may also find the projection of 

narratives problematic. More specifically, I found that the representation of Kaepemick 

could be interpreted as both inspirational or insensitive.

I found that depending on the audience the Dream Crazy advertisement exhibited 

brand activism. Projecting imagery of Kaepemick may suggest that the sportswear brand 

supports his social justice advocacy. Showcasing Kaepemick in the advertisement un- 

athletic further suggests Nike is attempting to subtly align the brand with his social 

justice advocacy. More attention is drawn to Kaepemick because he is presented as un- 

athletic. The ambiguous clothing choice can be interpreted as highlighting Kaepemick as 

a social justice activist and not as an athlete. Kaepemick’s clothing can also be implied 

and perceived as indicating his “sacrifice. " Visuals such as the American flag may 

demonstrate Kaepemick’s activism. Furthermore, the Kaepemick component of the 

Dream Crazy advertisement may be a strive to project the company as authentic and 

committed to a social issue. All of the mentioned elements which positively aligned
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Kaepemick with Nike could also be interpreted as appropriating his imagery. Therefore, 

brand activism found in the Dream Crazy advertisement is polysemic.

1 have felt conflicted about Nike’s use of brand activism throughout writing this 

thesis. Specifically, I have been ambivalent with how Nike composed Kaepemick’s 

imagery. The first time I watched the Dream Crazy commercial I thought it was 

powerful. It was inspiring to see multiple underrepresented athletes visually showcased. I 

was overall impressed that Nike chose to use Kaepemick as one of the faces of their 30th 

anniversary Just Do It campaign. I thought it was bold and progressive that the 

sportswear company visually featured Kaepemick. In many ways I still hold the same 

feelings about the campaign. After watching this commercial multiple times, I feel that 

Nike is positively shedding light on Kaepemick and reigniting the conversation about 

social injustice. However, I do think advertisements that use social justice as a frame to 

sell products risks appropriating advocacy. I also have concerns that brand activism 

generates slacktivism. The issues that Kaepemick advocates for, need “a call to action.” 

Purchasing clothing or liking a social media post is not going to end racial injustice and 

police brutality. I also worry that brand activism mainstreams and mitigates the meaning 

behind social movements. Therefore, I think that cautious steps need to be taken to avoid 

exploiting social justice to sell products.

Future research on brand activism should include focus groups or surveys. To 

gain deeper insight about the implications of brand activism, audience reactions should 

be considered. Examining multiple commercials in one study may also produce further 

insight about brand activism. Specifically, another study could include an analysis of
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several current Nike (‘Wieden + Kennedy’, 2019) commercials. Comparing commercials 

from the same company could disclose if consumers think that brand activism is 

inspirational or problematic. In addition, it would be interesting to know if consumers 

engage in social activism as a result of brand activism commercials.
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Appendix A. is a list o f research questions used to guide this study.

RQ1: The montage elements o f the Dream Crazy spot present Kaepemick as an

ambiguous narrator, rather than an athlete or activist.

RQ2: Visual aesthesis like lighting and setting cast Kaepemick as an ambiguous narrator, 

rather than an athlete or activist. The visual aesthetics influence the overall perception of 

Kaepemick as a narrator in the Dream Crazy spot.

RQ3: The lack o f identification o f professional athletes impacts the overall meaning o f  

the Dream Crazy spot.

RQ4: The relationship between text and visual aesthetics in the Dream Crazy spot 

influence the overall interpretation o f Kaepemick as a narrator.

RQ5: The relationship between the text and visual aesthetics o f the Dream Crazy 

billboard generate a perception o f Kaepemick as an ambiguous face o f Nike’s 30th 

anniversary campaign.
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Appendix B. is an image of Nike’s Dream Crazy billboard.
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Appendix C. is a table that includes screenshots o f each scene and the narration.
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Scene Narration 
Scene 1:
0:01-0:09

“If people say your dreams are crazy” 
“If they laugh at what they think

Scene 2:
0:09-0:16

“you can do” 
“good”

Scene 3:
0:16-0:20

“Stay that way

Scene 4:
0:20-0:27

“Because what non-believers fail to 
understand is calling a dream crazy is not 
an insult”
“it’s a compliment”___________________
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Scene 6:
0:36-0:48

“Don’t picture yourself wearing OBJ’s 
jersey”
“Picture OBJ wearing yours”
“Don’t settle for homecoming queen” 
“or linebacker”
“do both”

Scene 7:
0:48-0:54

“Lose 120 pounds and become an iron 
man”
“after beating a brain tumor”
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m

V  %

Scene 8:
0:54-1:00

“Don’t believe you have to be like 
anybody”
“to be somebody”

Scene 9:
1:01-1:09

“If your bom a refugee”
“don’t let it stop you from playing soccer 
for the national team”
“at age 16”

Scene 10:
1:09-1:15

“Don’t become the best basketball player 
on the planet”
“be bigger than basketball”_____________
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Scene 11:
1:17-1:23

“Believe in something even if  it means 
sacrificing everything”

Scene 12:
1:24-1:30

“When they talk about the greatest team in 
the history o f the sport”
“Make sure it’s your team”
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Scene 13:
1:30-1:38

“If you have only one hand don’t just 
watch football”
“Play it”
“at the highest level”

Scene 14:
1:38-1:49

“and if you’re a girl from Compton” 
“don’t just become a tennis player” 
“become the greatest athlete ever” 
“yeah”
“that’s more like it”
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Scene 15:
1:49-1:57

“So don’t ask if  your dreams are crazy” 
“ask if  they’re crazy enough”

Scene 16:
1:57-2:05

“"Music only*


